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A hidden treasure

Familiar faces

► WEATHER

► Accent

► Sports

TODAY

Eastern's Iilley Cornett Woods is
trying to remain mini4g-free area
in southeastern Kentucky. Bl

Eastern's women's tennis
team hosts OVC and in-state
rival Morehead Tuesday.

Hi: 67
Low: 45
Conditions:
Partly cloudy

«

110: 65, thunder storms
MI: 63. showers
SUN: 65. partly cloudy
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Cooling
campus

Pulling Qtogether

Work underway to get
buildings air conditioned
BY JACINTA FELDMAN

News editor

Despite fluctuating temperatures over the past week, the
conditions in buildings on campus have stayed the same —
hot
Roommates Kim Vance and Katie Wischer didn't spend the
night in their dorm room Monday. The heat pushed the two
women out of their McGregor room for the night and into a
friend's apartment and it was probably going to push them out
for the rest of the week, they said.
"I hate it" Vance, a freshman bio-science major, said. "It's not
comfortable."
With temperatures of 80 degrees and higher at the beginning this week, heat has been a problem for many of the buildings on campus.
"It's hotter in here than it is outside," Wischer. a freshman
undeclared major, said.
It's not just the residence hails that are uncomfortable,
Vance said. She said the classrooms are hot as well.
"You sit there and sweat You can't even concentrate," she
said.
Both women thought the air conditioning should be turned
on to cool down the buildings. Vance said she didn't think it was
fair that students pay their money to live in the dorms, and
physical plant gets to decide when the air conditioning is turned
on.
Assistant director of mechanical services Eider Goble said
physical plant is in the process of turning on the air conditioning in some of the classroom buildings, but that getting the systems running takes a long time.
Goble said there are two types of air conditioning systems
on campus. Some of the buildings have two pipes, one
See Air/Page A5

Lamp covers
provided for
dorm safety

Photos by Brian Simms/Progress
Kersha Hughes, 7, reacts to the announcement ot how many pop tops her class has collected. Money from recycling the pop tops wHI go to UK Children's Hospital.

Campus group helps
grade schoolers,
children's hospital
BY JENNY BUNCH

Staff writer

A storage shed out behind
Mayfield Elementary School isn't
filled with junk or extra materials
for the school. It is filled with large
garbage bags full of pop tops,
504,000 to be exact.
A class of first and second grade
students at the elementary school
along with Eastern's lambda
Sigma Sophomore Honor Society
have been collecting these pop
tops for more than a year and hope
to have one million by the end of
this school year.
Jennifer Mockbee and Lucy
Anderson team-teach two split
classrooms at Mayfield, and wanted to give their students a visual
idea of a million.
"I think they understand it is a
lot, but they haven't really seen all
the pop tops together spread out,"

Anderson said.
They got the idea from a book
about how much one million is and
decided on pop tops because they
could be used for something else
when the project was complete.
"We thought it would be a good
public service project," Mockbee
said.
Mockbee and Anderson plan to
turn all the pop tops over to
Lambda Sigma after they have collected one million to donate to the
UK Children's Hospital.
The program is set up so organizations like Lambda Sigma can
trade tabs for treatment
The hospital turns over the tabs
for recycling and the money they
get back is donated to children
who need expensive treatment and
whose families can't afford it
lambda Sigma didn't start out

How
much
isa
million?

BY CHARLES LEWIS

Assistant news editor

There is some dim news, and there is some bright news
for students and staff who are using halogen lamps to illuminate their rooms and offices.
The dim news is that beginning in May. during the 1998
summer term, all halogen lamps used on campus will be
required to have a wire safety shield attached to them.
The bright news is that these safety
shields are available for free at the
front desks of all the residence halls
and at the health and safety office in
the Million House for staff.
"As you know. Eastern has pretty
Lamp covers
poor lighting in their residency halls,
areaveaebls
and halogen lamps are a cheap way for
for free st the
students to get adequate lighting in
their rooms," said Mark Sens, a stufront desk of
dent senator and representative on the
campus health and safety committee.
Sens said that the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
and the halogen lamp industry are cooperatively calling for
in-home consumer repair of over 40 million halogen
torchiere floor lamps.
According to CPSC, the halogen bulbs in these lamps can
cause fires. CPSC is aware of at least 189 fires and 11 deaths
since 1992 involving halogen floor lamps.
Sens, a senior majoring in fire safety, researched the dangers and corrective measures on the halogen lamps and
submitted a proposal to the health and safety committee.
"We've had a few fires on campus where a poster has fallen down into a halogen lamp, or when someone has hung
clothes on the lamps to dry them faster, and the item caught
fire. Wire guards keep items from falling direcuy on top of
the bulbs and starting fires," Sens said.
He said that the campus housing office was looking at the

Lisa Tackett. 8,
adds up the totals
on her class' collection of pop tops.

Lexington
Athens

Far, faraway
A million pop tops placed end to end
would stretch from campus to the first
Lexington exit on 1-75 (15 miles).

Strength of seven men
A million tabs would weigh ^
1,000 pounds, or
roughly the weight of
seven Sfoot, 7-lnch
men.

See Pop tops/back page

See Lamps/Page A5

Parking remains a top concern

► Inaldo

BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Ac,ivtUw
Arts

Managing editor

With
their
debate set
for tonight,
candidates for student
senate president answer
questions about campus.

No more grumbling about campus issues.
Students can participate in a debate sponsored by
Student Association between the two tickets running for president and vice president in the elections Tuesday and Wednesday.
The debate, at 6 p.m. in the Grise Room of
Combs Building, will be open to questions from
the audience.
Below is a sampling of what you might hear at
the debate and the answers from presidential candidates Kelly Flaherty and Adam Back
Q. An issue that Student Association hasn't
heard the end of is parking. Is there an answer?
How do you propose to fix the problem?

Flaherty: I think it would be a parking garage
on campus, and I know that a concern is this campus is known as the Campus Beautiful and this
would take away from it There's a lot of parking,
it's just far away.
Back: One thing we need to stop doing is just
reshuffling lots ... We need to take a hard look at
either spending a significant amount of funds and
increase the amount of parking on or around campus or we're going to have to do something maybe
a little more drastic maybe like limiting the number of cars on campus.
Q. How would you improve food service so
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The Kentucky General Assembly is
set to adjourn this week, bringing to an
end its last meeting in the 20th century.
^ver 1.000 bills were proposed in the
House and the Senate this session, some
of which pertained to higher education
and issues — like scholarships for all
students in the Commonwealth and
post-tenure reviews — that affect both
Eastern and its students.
Next week, the Progress will have a
wrap-up of the General Assembly
explaining the bills that passed and
those rejected that affect the Eastern
community.
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Perspective
► Editorials

Miffed about parking? Want to see more campus life activities? Think an overpass
at Lancaster Avenue is long overdue? Would you like to hear student leaders
running for student senate president address these types of Issues?

Now is your chance
Talk is cheap. But the payoffs
from healthy communication
can often be a windfall
As the candidates running
for president of Student Association
come together tonight to debate
issues facing Eastern in the next academic year, their talk could be worth
its weight in gold, or merely just silver-plated campaign-speak.
The determinant in this situation
could very well be you.
This campus has its share of problems. Rattling off a list
of those problems is a
task any student
could accomplish.
Parking, lack of
events on campus,
problems with food
service, an overpass
at Lancaster, yada
yada yada... The talking continues,
but it all starts to sound the same after
awhile.
The key to breaking this campus'
broken-record discourse could begin
tonight If s time for some results on
these issues, and a huge showing of
interest at tonight's student senate
presidential debates could be the first
step.
If the usual 10 to 20 unusually unapathetic students show up for this
debate, as is often the case with other
important public forums, it will look
like these issues really aren't important to the student body as a whole.

► Campus Comments

u

THE ISSUE
Eastern, like any college campus,
needs its share of new ideas,
changes and improvements. Those
types of modifications don't come
easy. Often, they are a product of
the elected leadership of the student body. With the student senate
presidential election coming up
this month. Campus Comments
asks what you would work on if
you were student senate president

ItOfTMtOWn.

Elizabethtown
Major.
Comm. disorders
Year Senior

-r**
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it now my biggest
concern is parking.
There doesn't seem to
be enough parking
places for faculty or students. We are constantly getting tickets or
getting towed.

Personally, I would
want to focus on some
of the black student
unions. To me, it doesn't seem like they're well
planned.
Newport News. Va.
Major
RNfVI
Pre-pl
Pre-pharmacy
YNT:
Year: Sophomore

More parking. Chain
food restaurants downstairs (in the Powell
Building). That's about it
I guess.

Hometown!
Hebron
Major:
Undeclared
Veer: Freshman

77

► To Our Readers

Letters

Policy amendment would make 'mockery' of Eastern
Faculty Regent Richard Freed is
proposing an amendment to Eastern's
equal opportunity/affirmative action policy that would include a provision for sexual preference. There are several problems with Regent Freed's proposal.
1. Equal opportunity /affirmative action
policies are used to protect individuals
from discrimination due to race or gender — factors determined by biology.
2. There is absolutely no evidence to
substantiate that sexual preference qualifies as a biological determinant therefore, it does not qualify for this policy.
3. Eastern does not discriminate
against homosexuals, so obviously there

A sea of students with questions
ready to ask of their next leaders
could deliver two important messages
needed to get some winds of change
blowing.
First, a student turnout with intelligent questions to ask the candidates
would show next year's student leaders that their constituents are needing, expecting and, indeed, demanding some results on these age-old
problems.
Second, a big turnout would signal
to members of the
administration (you
know, those folks who
often shoot down
ideas coming from student leaders) that
campus is united in its
premise that change
needs to happen in
some crucial areas.
When school begins next August,
someone new will be sitting in
Eastern's president's office.
This election and the four weeks
left in the spring semester are tile
time students have left to get their
ducks in a row and show incoming
president Robert Kustra that they
have legitimate concerns that need
his attention.
The talk that happens at the debate
tonight could be cheap.
Or, it could pay off with the change
we all say we want
Part of that choice is yours.

is no need for this amendment.
4. Discussions of one's sexual practice
or preference have no place in an employment interview. In many industries this
intrusion of privacy has sparked sexual
harassment suits.
5. Sexual preference does not hinder
one's "opportunity" for employment, as
last week s editorial presumes. As mentioned, discussions on sexual methods
are inappropriate for business whether
they be heterosexual or homosexual in
nature.
6. How will this policy be enforced? As
a question on university work applications? If so, would there be a homosexual

Corrections Policy
TtM Eastern Progress wM pubNeh derfflcatione and corrections when needed on tie
Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, pteese send It to
the editor in writing by noon Monday before
pubHcetton on Thursday.
The editor wW deckle It the correction
dsserves specie! treatment, or needs to be in
the eedton in which the error occurred.

quota, as with other affirmative action
Kolicies? If this amendment is adopted,
eterosexual applicants may be rejected
on the basis of an amendment that has
nothing to do with biological discrimination and everything to do with a personal
preference.
Allowing this proposition to pass will
make a mockery of Eastern's equal
opportunity/affirmative action policy.
Women and minorities should be outraged that the policy created to help
them may soon be used against them.
Brandy Epperson,
Greenville

Eastern

•>•-• **N

117 Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond. Ky. 40475

Tim Mollette | Editor
Alyssa Bramlage | Managing editor
Doug Rapp | Copy editor
Greg Parr | staff artist

The Eastern Progress encourages
readers to write letters to the editor on
topics of interest to the university community.
Letters should be typed, doublespaced and limited to 250 words.
If a letter has excessive spelling,
grammar and punctuation errors, the
editor reserves the right to urge the
writer to make revisions.
Unsigned letters, carbon copies, photocopies and letters with illegible signatures will not be accepted.
The Progress reserves the right not
to publish letters that are judged to be
libelous or in poor taste.
Letters should be addressed to the

newspaper and should contain the
writer's signature, address and phone
number. Letters for publication will be
verified. The Progress also gives its
readers an opportunity to voice more
detailed opinions in a column called
"Your Turn."
Those interested in writing for this
column should contact the editor prior
to submitting the article.
Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, Ky. 40475.
Letters and columns may also be submitted by e-mail at progress@acs.
eku.edu.

Where to find us
■►The Eastern Progress ie located just off
Lancaster Avenue in the Donovan Annex on the
west elde of Alumni Coliseum.

The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation
and examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be
reported to Adviser/General Manager. Dr. Elizabeth Fraas.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
wnters and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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The Jonesboro Shootings

WHEN WILL WE LEARN?
No easy explanations, blame for violence in classrooms
man walked into a Florida classroom and shot a
teacher. It was considered copycarting.
In the last year alone, children have been
gunned down by their high school classmates in
Paducah and in Jonesboro, Ark. And a pattern
seems to be emerging, not in the murders themselves, but in the way the media and the communities deal with them.
The first thing people do when these things
happen is pick something to blame it on, and if s
certainly understandable why.
It's far easier to face an evil that wears the
mask of the media. Southern gun culture or
latch-key kids than it is to look in the face of a
teenager and blame the kid.
When the police searched the gunman's
room back in 1989 they found a copy of a
Stephen King book which is a collection of four
novellas, the last of which is named "Rage" and
tells the story of a teenager taking a classroom
hostage.
Immediately this became "the reason." He
must have been patterning his behavior after
what he read in that story.

On Sept. 16,1989,1 thought my brother
was dead.
In truth, he was very much alive and
had been kidnapped by a very good friend of his
who put an automatic rifle to his head and told
him they were "going on a little trip."
At one point that night he emptied out several
chambers of a handgun and then pointed it at
my brother's head and asked if he trusted him.
My brother said yes and he pulled the trigger on
an empty chamber.
GWENDA BOND
It was only when the kidnapper marched my
My Turn
brother at gunpoint into classroom 102 at
Bond, an Annville Jackson County High School and then promptly
released him after taking 13 new hostages that I
native, is Accent
knew my brother was still alive.
editor for the
The gunman was a 17-year-old honors stuProgress.
dent when this happened. It was the first of the
now all-too-familiar "teenager enters his school
with a gun" scenarios. Unlike all the incidents
that came later, no classmates or teachers were
killed, so it doesn't get mentioned much,
although occasionally it still does.
A week and a half after it happened a young

The only problem was he had never quite gotten around to reading that particular story.
There is no easy three words or less explanation for why young men keep taking guns and
turning them on their classmates. It's more than
seeing violence on TV or lack of gun control.
These teens don't understand the notion of consequences.
Bad behavior in real life rarely seems to get
appropriately stiff penalties and hurting other
people is modeled for kids from the day they are
born. Get killed in a video game? Just punch the
button and start again. Kill the opponent in the
same game? Win.
For these kids the thought of immortality
eclipses the possibility of punishment
The gunman asked my brother, "What am I
going to miss? The prom?"
Completely missing the fact that he would be
altering his life forever. Missing the fact that if
people died they would be dead forever, it wasn't
just his own life he was deciding to change.
Like every other high-schooler in the nation,
these kids have pain they aren't quite sure how

to deal with and a
screwed up notion of
exactly what is real
and what isn't
Unlike most, though,
they chose to deal
out death to the people they felt were
responsible for
their pain. They
are the ones
responsible for
making that
choice.
Their guilt
should not be forgotten so that we
can rest easier,
blaming TV and
each other.

Take weapons out of young hands — before it's too late

Al.YSSA BRAMLAGE

Onmytoea

Bramlage is
managing editor
for the Progress.

fter the shooting that killed five and
wounded 10 in an Arkansas school last
.week, I saw a report on CNN that made
me talk back to the television.
The reporter commented that America is
not as disturbed by a school shooting of this
nature when it occurs in the inner city with
black participants, but when it happens in
Jonesboro or Paducah, people take notice and
demand an explanation.
I had to disagree very vocally with him.
I, personally, am outraged every time I hear
of a student, who in my mind should not have
weapons of any kind in his or her life at all,
taking guns to school and either holding people hostage or actually opening fire.
It makes mc shake my head in disgust and
wonder where in the world the guns came
from.
In the Arkansas case, some of the guns
came from one of the boys' grandfathers.
My mother told me this weekend about a 4-

year-old who brought a gun to pre-school
which belonged to his guardian.
School officials talked to the guardian and
the situation was supposedly resolved.
The next week the child returned to school
with another gun he said he got from a friend
or relative of his guardian.
To me that was ridiculous. A 4-year-old
should not have any access whatsoever to
weapons.
No children, for that matter, should have
access to weapons of any kind.
I know in some areas of the country, getting your own gun is seen as a kind of rite of
passage.
That's fine, but that rite should be postponed until the child is ready to handle the
responsibility, and believe me guns are a huge
responsibility.
I don't want to seem like a lightweight, but
guns scare me.
They are so deadly and so many things can

go wrong with them even if the person handling it knows what he or she is doing.
I have shot a pistol once and only
once, and I see no need to do it
again.
It wasn't all that entertaining,
and I don't need to hunt for my
food so owning, shooting or even
looking at a gun is not necessary
for me.
Some people think it is necessary, but I urge them to please use
some common sense when storing a
gun.
Young people or irresponsible
people should not be able to handle your weapon.
The tragedy in Paducah should
have taught us that.
But now we have a tragedy in
Arkansas to reiterate the point.

► Comic: By Greg Parr
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Tour Turn" columns should be mailed
to The Eastern Progress, 117 Donovan
Annex, Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadline is noon Monday prior to
publication on Thursday. Columns will
be printed in accordance with available
space.
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► Student Association

Legislation addresses transcript fees
the weekends, it doesn't have to be
real big, and then once a month do a
big carnival thing with the vekro
Student Association finished its walls and a band," she said.
year with some pertinent legislation
After some discussion, the
concerning its budget and transcript revised budget was passed unanifees.
mously.
Finance Chair Beth Criss presentSenate also looked at an act coned the revised budget to senate at its cerning transcript and drop/add
meeting Tuesday.
fees. The bill, sponsored by Senator
Instead of the original increase to Sara Such, proposes a flat fee of $3
approximately $62,000, Criss sug- each semester to pay for the $4
gested an increase to $49,500 which drop/add fee and the $3 transcript
allows for $321 to be spent per stu- fee.
dent
Stich wants the flat fee to go into
"We've increased some of the the general fund to cover unlimited
things and decreased some of transcripts and schedule changes.
them," Criss said.
Stich based her act on a practice
A line item titled "Student service at Western Kentucky University.
projects and campus improvement"
"Western Kentucky University
was added to the budget to finance a actually charges $5 a semester and
"crazy" idea of Criss'.
that totals $40 for the time you're
"I want to sponsor something on here," Stich said.

BY ALTM*

BWAMLAOt

Managing editor

She said that some people don't
use $40 worth of transcripts or
schedule changes so $3 would cover
the transcripts that everyone has to
use eventually.
Senator Mark Sens wanted to
amend the act to say a flat fee of $4
to cover the drop/add cost, but after
much opposition the act was passed
in its original form.
Senate next passed a resolution
concerning recognition for President
Funderburk
This resolution will be framed
and given to Funderburk upon his
retirement
President Mike Lynch clarified
that Spring Fling will be Tuesday
with elections and only the elections
will continue until Wednesday.
Student Association has 35 senators positions to fill in these spring
elections.

► QuickHlts
Compiled by staff
Employee's molestation case
goes to pre-trial hearing

Matthew Paul Getsi, the Eastern
employee charged with molesting
three boys he
Cam

P"» h^d^tonhe

Rockcastle court
April 10 for a pre-trial hearing.
Getsi, 32, is an independent living coordinator for the Training
Resources Center. He was hired by
the center in April 1997
He tried to adopt three brothers,
ages 13, 10 and 9, while he was
working for the Department for
Social Services.
Getsi was the brothers' social
worker, and testified in court to
have them removed from their natural mother.
On Dec. 18, he was charged with
three counts of sexual abuse. He
pleaded not guilty to the charges on
Jan. 11.
Getsi is still employed by the university, but is on a paid suspension.
He will be on suspension until further notice, director of Human
Resources Dale Lawrenz said.
Because the case involves
minors, there is a gag order that
keeps the public out of the courtroom during the proceedings.
Funderburk appreciation
dinner set for April 18

A dinner to honor Eastern
President Hanly Funderburk and
his wife, Helen, will be held at 7
p.m. April 18 in Keen Johnson
Ballroom. There will be a reception
before the dinner, beginning at 6:30
p.m. in Walnut Hall.
The dinner is being sponsored
by Eastern's National Alumni
Association and is open to the university community and the public.

Spring
ahead
At 1 a.m.
Sunday, the
eastern U.S.
enters daylight savings
time. Be
sure to set
clocks
ahead one
hour.
Tim MoMette/Progress

Tickets are $14 each, and are on
sale at the cashier's window in
Coates Building, at the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce or by mail
from Coates Box 703, Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond,
KY, 40475. For more information
about the dinner. caD 3116.

April 16 dinner will honor
retiring faculty, staff

New telephone number
for Computer Support

Support for desktop computing
and network use for all university
offices, both administrative and academic, has been combined. There
is now a angle number, 3000, for all
computer problems. From 8 a.m.
until noon, and then from 1 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. there will be a full-time
consultant available at this number.

March 27
The night supervisor at Palmer
Hall reported that both exit signs
on the seventh floor were ripped
from the wall.

March 21
Zachariah W. Anders, 20,
London, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence of
alcohol, driving too fast for traffic
conditions and non-licensed operator with a beginner holding permit

March 26
Tina L. Whittaker, 28,
was arrested and charged wMi i

todial interference, attempting ts
elude, hit and run, reckless drivtng
and wanton endangerment
Stacey Reece, 20, ODonneu Hal,
reported that someone slashed die
right front tire on his vehicle while
it was parked in the EDendale Let
March 23
William Carroll, 19, Palmer HalL
reported that someone entered his
locked dorm room and stole $40.
Ronette

Schumann,

41,

rsontiys Swaat
it Opeortaaities with
Sonata Real Pit Bar-B-Q.

Gregory Allan Butler, 20.
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with disregard of a traffic
control device, speeding, disregarding a compulsory turning lane and
driving with a suspended license
due to a driving under the influence
offense.

Sonny* BW-SO.M the nation'• larseai Bar-B-Q
chain we now have management opporrumrlaa
due to an upcoming raataurant opening In the
Rjchmond/Lexlnglon KY ana.

April 14-15

What We Need:

•00 e_m. to *0O p.rn.

Working manager! Chan can recruit, train and
direct a craw to consistently deliver quality food
and Cast, friendly terrice in a clean, safe facility

Sam's Club management
screening tests set for April 15

The Retail management screening test will be held Wednesday.
Students who pass the test will be
interviewed by a representative
from Sam's Club on April 15.
Those selected after the interview process will start the Sam's
Club Manager-in-training program.
The program starts off with a
salary of $27,500 and increases to
$29,500 after 14 weeks.
The test is open to all majors.
Students have to be willing to relocate.
For more information, or to set
up an appointment to take the test
call the Career Services office at
1567.

What We Of fen

please forward I

insurance card.
These cases previously listed in
Police Beat have been settled in
court.
Jonathan D. PurcelL 21, Hebron.
The charge of disregarding a traffic
light was dismissed. The charge of
driving under the influence of alcohol was amended down to reckless
driving, and he was fined $257.50.
George Grant, Jr., 26, Berea, was
fined $71.50 for alcohol intoxication, $162.50 for possession of marijuana and $50 for possession of
drug paraphernalia.

don't believe
everything
70U feel.
■

TQfAT

Of r>8[ SS/Q/V

Lobby

• A working environment baaed
on mutual truat and reaped
• Medical Insurance
• raid Vacation
• Competitive aelary baaed
upon •uccaaaful track record

$1
Beers
Everyday
Always

■ to

Rick Thomas
Sonny's Real Pit Bar-B-Q.
300 Apache Drive
Paint Lick, Kentucky 40461

No one reaches
EKU like we do.
Eaivlern Progress
622-1881

Ml s big screen TV or M»« Service
for s semester write rasng money tor
your student organization. Earn up to
$5.00 per Vrsa/MasterCard appfcaten.
The 1st 50 groups to complete the
fundraiser receive FREE MOVE PASSESI Call for details. 1-800-932-0528 x
75.
FREE T-SHIRT ♦$1000. Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus organization can
rase up to $1000 by earning a whopping
S5.00/VISA application Call 1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers receive
FREET-8HRT.
Help! I need somebody. Madison
Garden.

Now hiring days shifts. Apply in person
at Arb/s. located inside Exxon BUg, Ext
90.

Julie A. Pryman, 22, Aurora, Ind.
The charges of improper start from
parked position and driving with no
March 14
AgnsUn Nava, 25, Richmond, was operator license were merged with
arrested and charged with driving the driving under the influence of
under the influence of alcohol, dri- alcohol, and she was fined $457.50.
ving the wrong way on a one-way
street, driving with no operator's Joseph C. Horn, 23, Berea, was
license and failure to produce an fined $71.50 for alcohol intoxication.

EKU BLOOD
DRIVE

MAKE BIO MONEY online No
Computer or experience necessa/y!
1-888617-2817

gives $50,000 to
_ iof Education
Henry and Betty Maupin Pogue,
of Fort Thomas, have made a
$50,000 gift to benefit Eastern's college of education.
The gift will support the university's master's degree program in
education, and was made to the
Henry E. Pogue IV and Betty M.
Pogue Charitable Trust, which was
established in 1994 with an initial
gift of $50,000.

Compiled by Charles Lewis

Richmond, reported that her son's
trumpet was stolen from the Model
School band room.

Law Enforcement Employment.
Nationwide Law Enforcement Careers
Information avatabto: 317/842-7889

SUMMER CAMP STAFF WANTED.
Staff needed for 2 Girt Scout Resident
Camps. Bear Creek Aquatic Camp on
Ky. Lake/Camp Pennyroyal near
Owensboro, Ky. Positions available:
Waterfront Director, Lifeguards, Unit
Staff, EMT/Nurse. Business Mgr, Aits
and Crafts Dir. For more information contact Keley Miilaney at the Kentuckiana
Girl Scout Council 1-888-771-5170.
Equal Opportunity Employer

► Police Beat
The following report* have been
filed with Eastern's division of
public safety.

Now accepting applications for all
positions. Apply in parson. Madison
Gotten.

The annual Eastern faculty and
staff retirement dinner will be at
6:30 p.m. April 16 in the Stratton
Building Cafeteria Building. Fortyfive Eastern faculty and staff will be
honored.
Tickets are $13 and are on sale at
the Coates Building cashier's window. Tickets may also be purchased
at the door the night of the dinner.

Fat" schedule boohs avalaMe
In Powell lobby today

The fall schedule books are available starting today. Students can
pick up the books at Powell lobby,
extended campus centers, registration center at Combs 218 or the
Records Office in Coates 15.
The limit is one book per student

HELP WANTED..

Madison
e « « a • • 1 1 i

152 N. Madison Ave
623-9720

Earn an extra S2SO00 lMdyltl For free
rtTsend a SASE to: DDB. RO. Box 67.
Terre Haute. M 47808
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Fishing industry. Excellent earnings &
benefits potential. Ask us howl 517-3243115 ext A55341
•4TL STUDENT EXCHANGE ORGANIZATION seeks active community
member to manage volunteer host family program. Exp. in recruitment sales
preferred. Work part time in a rewardng
field. Commission, bonuses, travel
rewards. 1-888-557-0575
MODELS! On Track Modeling in
Indianapofrs is conducting interviews at
the Lexington Hyatt. 401 W. High St..
Lexington this Fri 4/3 <§> 700 p.m. & Sat
4/4 @1&4 p.m. OTM has dents caing
tor models and our agents are coming to
find them! Interviewing all types, ages 13
& up! Llpcoming Events I
(1) Vibes Model for next issue of
Tearsheet Magazine
(2) Upcoming print and runway season, submissions made to Storm
Agency (London) ad agencies handing
major retail stores
(3) Local promotional modeling in
stores, dubs, and sporting events!
OTM is NOT a school! There are NO
SIGNUP FEE'S OR CLASSES TO
BUY! Earn up to $200/day doing promotional modeling, up to $500/day doing
print & runway! Dress to impress! Under
18 not admitted without parent No cats
to hotel!

MISCELLANEOUSsazED CARS from $175. Porsches.
Cadillacs, Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4 WDs. Your Area. Tbl Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext A-7077 tor current
fcstings.

GOVT FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repot,
REC*s. Your Area Toll Free (1) 800-2189000 Ext H-7077 tor current listings.
Skydiving Instructions, train and
Jump same day, $99. (606)873^)311
evenings. (606)986-8202 weekends.
Free
Cash
Grsnts!
College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical bills.
Never Repay. To. Free 1-800-218-9000
ExtG-7077.
Buy a computer $45/month. First
Computer Solutions, tor al your computer needs & accessories. 910 Redhouse
Rd/aid Street 626-1161. Rentals avalabte.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. Loose 8100 bs New metabolism breakthrough
Al natural. Dr. recommended S guaranteed. $30 cost. 1-800-655-0687

FOR RENT...
One, two and three bedroom apartments and town nouses. Call Hager
Rentate at 6234482.
One attractive furnished bedroom in
private home near EKU. Non-smoker.
References. RFTY DOLLARS OFF 1st
month's rent with signed lease!!! 6241478.

Classifieds
$2 for 10 words,
$4 for 20 words, etc.
Place your ad with us
for the next issue.
Call 622-1881 before
noon Monday.

CRUISE & LAND TOUR EMPLOYMENT - Earn to $2,000/month. Free
world travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and year-round openings. Our
service
recommended
by
US
News/World Reports. Ring: (919)9331939, ext C 210.

Directory of Summer Jobt
U.S.A • 25,000 Listing*
Don't worry about a tot).
Gat your Ust Now III a».

1-800-929-1584

Be the first to come down to
/irst gear and answer the
question correctly.
Located on la* comer of Brat and Main.
When wag the tint year that UK won
the NCAA National Championship?

Last week's answer, zero
Last week's winner Steve Allen

Fayette Mall is looking for
motivated, friendly, customer
oriented individuals interested
in a part-time position with
til security.
nefIts Include:
• Paid Training Program
• Uniforms Provided
• 401-K
• Possible Advancement
Opportunity
• Competitive Pay
• Flexible Hours
• Overtime end Holiday Pay

• Pleasant work environment
Qualified applicants should
possess a valid driver's license,
dean police record, excellent
written and oral
communication skills and be at
least 21 years old.
Apply In person st the maS office
Mon. - Fri. 0 a.m. - 5 p.m. or fax
your resume to 273-6376.
EOE/M/F/D

(One win per customer, per semester.)

BIG BUCKS!
FOt MIVERS ft
ASSISANT MANAGERS!
The company that serves up
"the best value in America* is
also serving up some big
opportunities. Little Caesars is
regionally owned and operated
by MRK Enterprises and
currently has openings in
IF YOU ARE:
FRIENDLY & OUTGOING
HARD-WORKING
Iwt- ARE LOOKING FOR YOU1
WE OFFER:
AVERAGE PAY:$6-$9/HR

MUG OF
THE WEEK!
If this is you, hurry to
the Progress office to pick
lup a gift certificate from NY
Steak & Cheesecake Co.

117 Donovan Annex
Last week's winner was
Janet Coker a 20-year-old
junior social work major.
'Expires Wednesday Noon'

(DRIVERS)
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
CASH NIGHTLY FOR
MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT

(DRIVERS)
PIZZA DISCOUNTS
Apply in person at

Richmond or Bereolittle.
or send resume to:
MRK Enterprises, Inc.
Little Caesars Pizza
1000 East Fourth SI.
London, KY 40741
E.O.E.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
St. Thomas Lutheran
Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
623-7254
Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:45
Trinity Presbyterian
Church (PC A) 128 S.
Keeneland Dr. 624-8910
Sun. Worship 9:50 a.m., Sun.
School 11 a.m.
Trinity Missionary Baptist
Church 2300 Lexington Rd.
624-9436 Sun. 9:45 a.m., 11
a.m., 6 p.m. Wed. Youth &
Prayer 7 p.m.
Lighthouse Worship Center
219 Moberly Ave. 623-3246
Sun. 10 a.m.,
11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Tues. 7 p.m. Thurs. 7 p.m.
Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Lexington Road Church of
God 2336 Lexington Rd.
624-8323 Sun. School 10
a.m.. Sun. Worship 11 a.m.,
6 p.m.. Family Training
Hour, Wed. 7 p.m.

University Church of
Christ 200 S. Third St.
626-0223 Sun. Bible class
930 a.m., Sun. Worship
10:20 a.m., 6 p.m. Wed.
Worship and Bible class
7 p.m.
Rosed ale Baptist Church
411 Westover Ave 623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 7
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7
p.m.
Westside Christian Church
1432 Fairlane Dr. 623-0382
Sun. 9:45 a.m.,
10:45 a.m.,6 p.m.
First Baptist Church
350 W. Main at Lancaster
Ave. 623-4028 Worship
Sun. 830 a.m., 11 a.m.,
630 p.m.. Wed. 630 p.m.
Sun. School 9:40 a.m.
S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at the
BSU Center
White Oak Pond
Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd 6236515 Sun. Worship 10
a.m. Coffee Fellowship
Sun. 11 a.m. Sun. School
11:15 a.m.

First Presbyterian Church
<PCUSA)330W.Ma.nSt.
623-5323 or 623-5239 Sun.
School 10 a.m. Worship 11
a.m. Wed. Dinner 6 p.m.
(no charge)
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship 209 St. George
St. 626-5055 Sun. Service &
Church School 10:30 a.m.
First United Methodist
Church 401 W Main St.
623-3580 Sun. 830 a.m.,
10:50 a.m.

a^-i ■;'■:■
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► Faculty Regent

Fleming: Bring faculty input to board
Mery Flaming.
who has been
on Eastern's
faculty since
1988, said a
successful
term as regent
would mean
effectively conveying the
needs of her
fellow teachers
to the Board of
Regents.

problem with the lamps also, and
they were considering banning
their use altogether.
"We had three options to look
at," Sens said. "We could have
either done nothing, and hoped that
there wasn't a fire, we could have
Jwmned the lamps altogether, which
\ lot of universities have done, or
[ we could go with the guards.
"We decided to go with the
guards."
He said housing agreed with the
safety committee's plan, and agreed
to go along with the May start date
for the shields to be used on all
[ halogen lamps on campus.
Sens took the initiative and contacted the Florida-based manufacturer of the shields and requested
they send him 2,000 of them for dis-

Sorry ...no p*s

tive on the Council for
PDstsecondary Education."
Fleming said her most important
function as faculty regent will be to
represent the faculty by carrying
their positions to the Board of
Regents in a supportive and unbiased way.
She said Eastern will be going
through a time of change with the
switch in administration and this
will provide a remarkable opportunity for reforms. She said it will be fascinating to be a part of that potential
and see what can become oi it
1 think Dr. Kustra is a man of
boundless energy and enthusiasm"
Fleming saidT "He has many

tribution for the lamps on campus.
The company sent the guards to the
university at no charge.
"Mark has done a good job of
bringing this to the attention of the
safety committee, and of following
through with obtaining the safety
screens," Ronald L Hopkins, assistant professor in the fire and safety
program, said.
Students who have a halogen
floor lamp at their off-campus residence, there is some bright news
for you as well
According to an information
release from the CPSC, any consumer who owns one of the lamps
can receive one of the shields free
from retail stores, including Kmart
and Wal mart
Guards will be available in all
stores by Aug. 25.

^Kentucky Collision Center

strengths to bring to the university,
and I look forward to having the
opportunity to work with him. I
think he is going to be a very strong
president"
The best experience of all about
the regents elections were the public forums, Fleming said.
Not many of the faculty came to
the forums, but it was still exciting,
because it was such a good group of
candidates, she said.
As department chair, Fleming
said she has been grappling with
the problem of determining how
people learn to think mathematically, and ways to make mathematics

FOR |NFORMAT10N

carries heat and the other carries air
conditioning. There are about 16
buildings with this system on campus, Goble said. Those are the buildings that physical plant is working at
turning on the air conditioning, he
said.
The other buildings only have one
pipe to carry both heat and air conditioning. The heat in those buildings
has been turned off, but the air conditioning can't be turned on until the
heat plant that supplies the heat to
campus is turned oft.
Goble said he isn't ready to turn
the heat plant off yet because there
still might be some cold weather in
store for Richmond.
"We keep it (the heat plant) running until we think we're out of the
woods temperature-wise," he said.
There are about 30 buildings on
campus that have a one-pipe system,
including all of the residence halls.

teaching more successful in the
United States.
She said Eastern has a large
remedial program, and this demonstrates the need for professionals to
seek ways to improve the way math
is taught in the country.
In her new position as faculty
regent, Fleming said she will work
closely with the faculty to get their
points across to the rest of the
regents.
"What to me would make it a successful term is if the faculty is of the
opinion that I have taken their positions effectively to the regents,"
Fleming said.

Goble said he isn't sure when die air
conditioning will be turned on in
those buildings.
"We basically dont prioritize that
(residence halls) because they can
open windows and make themselves
somewhat comfortable," Goble said.
But some students, like Mark
Hamilton of Todd Hall, disagree. He
said he thinks the air conditioning
needs to be turned on in the dorms
because opening windows doesn't
provide much relief from the heat
"I have to leave my windows open
and my door wide open just to get a
breeze," Hamilton said.
Physical plant is actually working
on it a lot earlier than usual, Goble
said.
"I think really if s a little early in
the season ... We try to wait to midApril, that's a normal year," Goble
said. "But this hasn't been a normal
year."

TAYLOR'S SPORTING GOODS
College Park Center • 9 a.m.-6 p m • 623-9517 • 6 days a week

on fresh baked bread.

SHOULD BE.
Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m., Fri. ft Sal. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.,Sun. 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m
623-3458 Call ahead for pickup
539 Leighway Drive, Opposite Denny's

Famous Recipe.Chicken
FREE DELIVERY
with $25 order
(orders must be placed
at least 1 hour in advance of delivery time)

1071 Berea Road
623-0253
• Free estimates
• Towing available
626-0600
240 N. Keeneland Dr.
Got a clue?
Look for us every Thursday.
M
Eastern Progress
622-1881

*■>->

sauce, tomatoes and oregano

Trained

Full-Service Body Shop

(=1

Pepperoni, cheese, marinara

l-CAR

ASE
Certified

CALL

GREAT
NEW TASTE!
Try Our Pizza Sub

Air: Dorms not priority
From the front

APARTMENTS
■ All electric heating & air
■ 4 floor plans available
• Water/Mwer/trash paid
«3, 6.9» 12 month leases

(606) 623-6773 M - F. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Brian
Simms/Progran

Lamps: Fires have been
sparked by halogen lights
From the front

1*2 BEDROOM
Starting at 550 sq. It.
On sit* laundry
Waking distance from EKU
Starting at $295/month

\]
?!

EKU25
Bypa$»

US 25

Assistant news editor

Even after the first ballot, it didn't
take a mathematician to figure out
that Mary Fleming was well on her
way to becoming the new faculty
regent The odds were squarely in
her favor when she received 161
votes to 71 for Allen Engle, the next
highest vote-getter.
However, since her 161 votes
wasn't a majority, a runoff election
against Engle was necessary. The
tally of the runoff, announced
March 26, gave Fleming 248 votes
to EngkVs 108.
Fleming is the chair of the mathematics, statistics and computer sciences department, in the college of
natural and mathematical science.
She started as a faculty member
at Eastern in 1968 when she taught
statistics and developmental math.
Then after five years she was
appointed chair of the department
She is now in her fifth year in that
position.
1 came to Kentucky because I
wanted to teach," Fleming said. "I
loved being in the classroom and I
miss that. But being chair is the
opportunity to have an influence in
the development of a program,
which is important because you are
an advocate for the faculty and the
students."
Fleming will be sworn in at the
April Board of Regents Meeting.
She will then officially replace
Richard Freed as regent The faculty regent's term runs for three
years.
1 appreciate Dr. Freed because
he spent some time talking to me
about the duties and responsibilities. And he's done a splendid job,"
Fleming said. "It will be an interesting challenge trying to fill his shoes,
and I don't think anybody can do it
It was primarily through his contributions that we have a representa-

VILLAGE SQUARE APARTMENTS
SM MAHAFFEY DRIVE - RICHMOND
NOW LEASING!

Frank
Shoop
GMC
Lee's
Famous
Recipe

INTERNET ACCESS
Free Netscape/Free Email/Free Online Clone*
Offering personalized service for all your Internet needs!!

Dial Up Access as low as SI7.95per month!!
Call 624-9127 or email webariuiknct today!!
http://www.r1mk.Mrt
Offered by R-Link Media Partners

<g>

j Country
J Famous
1
Fried Steak I Breast
Strips Meal I
I Dinner
j iwumii tgm* •ndmtmcut) a

I

iur«>ioi

I*
L.

MpritsaMi

I
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3-Piece
Dinner
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Bur up » 6 m am pno» w» I
M coupon Not MOW MOl any I
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WE'RE GETTING CRUSHED!
The advertising staff at
the Eastern Progress literally supports this
paper by generating enough
revenue to cover the cost of
publication and distribution
as well as staff salaries
(including hefty ad commissions.)

|

#ffEal

Richmond is growing every
day, and we need more people to help us sell and design
ads. If you want to exercise
your ideas, stop by our office
or send us an application
(see page B2). Apply by April
17. This opportunity is
worth its weight in gold!

THE

Eastern Progress
117 Donovan Annex
622-1881
www.eku.edu/progress

Buy up 10 ( ■ ma pr» •» I
•an. MfMMaMm I
ottar coupon
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Pop tops: Exercise provides learning, service
From the front

Brian Simms/Progfess
Studants Unal Rogers, right, and Justin Rentro and Carrie
Lonneman from Lambda Sigma move some of the pop tops.

helping Mayfield, however. It was originally
just collecting for the UK Childlife
Department It was saving tabs to donate to a
charity or trade for cash in order to buy toys
for the children in the hospital.
When the Honor Society found out about
Mockbee's plan they decided to first donate
all their pop tops to the students and in turn
the students would donate all of their tabs to
Lambda Sigma.
UK Children's Hospital collected $6,300
worth of tabs during 1996 and 1997. Lambda
Sigma is hoping to increase that amount this
year with its donation.
The students and Lambda Sigma aren't the
only ones collecting. There are other teachers involved from the elementary school.
A local liquor store owner in Richmond
has containers available inside for customers
to put tabs in.
The teachers at Mayfield also encourage
anyone who wants to donate pop tops to start
saving and they will come pick them up if you
are on campus.
The students, along with Mockbee and
Anderson, count the tabs.
And they say the process is slow.
Mockbee started out having the students
count the tabs by putting them into certain
bowls by tens, hundreds and thousands, and
then dumping them into bigger buckets that
hold up to 3,500 pop tops.
Now they just round them off by filling the

buckets up and hoping they have around
3500 in the buckets each rime.
"It was just going too slowly," Mockbee
said.
The kids still count them individually during their activities groups for 15 minutes at a
time so they don't get bored with it
Carrie Lonneman, a Lambda Sigma member, transports the pop tops the Honor
Society collects over to the elementary
school.
She also stays and helps the students
count the tabs sometimes.
Lonneman is a sophomore education
major and is also fulfilling a service-learning
project requirement
if s a way to integrate service with learning," Lonneman said.
Once the students have collected one million pop tops Mockbee and Anderson hope to
be able to spread all the tabs out on the gym
floor for not only their students to see, but
everyone in the school.
Mockbee said it is hard to keep the students and teachers on top of collecting the
tabs.
"People will be excited about it for a while
and then they kind of forget about it for a
while," Mockbee said.
Mockbee and Anderson hope they will
have all the pop tops collected by the end of
this school year so the students can see what
one million is soon.
"I think they are very excited," Mockbee
said.

Profiles

tini
Ed and Joyce
Gosnell
'We attend Trinity
Presbyterian Church
where we appreciate
the warm fellowship.
sound teaching and
spiritual guidance."

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
128 S. Keeneland Dr. Worship 9:50 a.m. 624-8910

Paparrazzi
ain't so
bad!

Ever felt like someone
was watching you? It
was probably just one of
the photographers at the
Eastern Progress. They
cover every event on
campus. That's a lot of
pictures!
Put your peeping torn
abilities to a good cause :
and apply today to work :
on a staff that rivals the
Enquirer for intej
photographs!

Q and A: Opening student senate through forums priority for both tickets
From the front

that more students are using it and
it isn't going into debt?
Flaherty: The main thing with
food service ... is that most people
say they want fast food ... Greg
Hopkins (director of food service)
is working on it but it's so expensive and if s a fad thing. We were
looking at having a percentage of
food service's profits going back to
them instead of paying for the
bonds.
Back: I think we need to look
and see some of the reasons why
the food services are losing money
on a pretty much continual basis ...
I think that (privatized food services) should be considered more
fully as an alternative to the current system ... It's not real conducive to students' schedules.
Q. How would you go about getting a student wellness center?
What would you tell someone who
says Eastern already has one when
he or she see the wellness center
currently being built?
Flaherty: I think it would be
great if they could build a brand
new one for all of us to use, but
chances are slim that they will, but

Back says bring
other leaders to
senate forums.

Flaherty says
forums should
involve all students.

if it won't pass we could re-do
Begley. I wish we could have made
this one we're building now for
everyone.
Back: The wellness center that
we're hoping to see built on campus is for all students. I'm in no
way saying that I don't think the
athletes and the people in healthrelated fields don't need their own
wellness center, because I think
that they have different needs than
do the average student
If we're going to give something
that nice to just a small, small percentage of the students, you
should be willing to give something very compatible, if not better,

to the rest of the student body.
Q. How would you get an overpass on Lancaster Avenue, if this
were the last year that you could
work on the project?
Flaherty: Toward the end of the
year, my sister (Kim Flaherty), Joe
Wells and I were working on a petition and when the administration
said no. Student Association gave
up.
We were working on a project
where we could restart it, and it
fell through. With a little more persistence, it could have passed.
Because nobody's been hurt, it's
not seen as a major safety issue.
Back: I think one thing you
have to do is make the administration and faculty and staff aware of
the danger that* s associated with
crossing Lancaster ... If we could
take one day and have faculty, staff
and administration park in
Lancaster just to see what if s like,
I think that would open a lot of
eyes.
Q. How would you change the
current freshman orientation system?
Flaherty. We wouldn't call what
we want to do a freshman orientation, it would be a mentoring pro-

gram ... Older students would help
them with problems they have. It
would make it easier for all freshmen to know where to go and what
they need to do ... We could have
an organization fair maybe to focus
on keeping people involved and
keeping people here on the weekends instead of rushing out of here
on Thursday and Friday.
Back: I think we should maybe
consider making some changes to
the system we currently have ... It
could be a little more "practical,"
more hands on.
Q. What kind of forums would
you like to see Student Association
host?
Flaherty: We wanted to have
open-type sessions to begin with
and have people come and voice
opinions on anything ... then have
forums on whatever senate is
working on.
Back; Why not invite the presidents of other student organizations to come down, have a round
table and give everybody five, 10
minutes to speak ... I think that
would be an excellent opportunity
to get new ideas to find out new
problems we many not be aware
of.

Stop by Donovan
Annex or see page B2
for an application.
All applications must
be turned in by April 17
-THE

Eastern Prog
117 Donovan Annex
622-1881
www.eku.edu/progress
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Anolhi
Pizza
'Spring Specials
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623-0330
Campus Special

!
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Party Pizza Special

$12.95
2 Medium Pizzas with
J^SJJSERIQJ
Ont, 1 Topping

$15.25
Exp: 4/30/98

Hoagie Special

Large 1 Topping Pizza

Steak Hoagie
&
Cheddar rnes
Fries
■ **n»oaar

—FiPifS^L—__■.

$6.95

Exp: 4/30/98

Pizza Sub Special
Pizza Sub; Garlic Stix &
32oz
Drink
——
— Soft
— —-.» mr.
mmmw*

Newl Phillie Steak Hoagie

$4.50

Exp: WJU/SW
4/30/98

CXp:
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I
I
I

20" Party Pizza witit 2 Toppings
Cut In —«.,
about ~>
30 Party
Squares
w«-,
rw,, ^>»»i

Large 14" Pizza Special

$8.60

■Exp:
«p 4/30/98
*0W30
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Limited Time Only
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Call your mom. Tell everyone
you're calling your girl.
1-800 COLLECT

®
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Qwenda Bond, edttor
Next Week:
'My Old Kentucky
Home" Isn't the only
song about the
Bluegrass State. Tune
In to see which ones
top the list of greatest
songs about our state.
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Many of the beech and hemlock trees in Lilley Cornett Woods are over 300 years old and Would have been seedlings when de Soto discovered the Mississippi in 1540. The oldest hemlock tree is estimated to be 800 years old.

Woods remain intact
despite threat of mining

The yellow trout lily is one of the
first flowers in the woods to bloom
in springtime. The yellow trout lily
is only one of more than 530
species of flowering plants which
grow in the woods.

Photos by Brian Simms

Lilley Cornett Woods lie hidden in the Letcher County forest, two and a half hours away from its caretaker. Eastern.
The 550-acre woods, with its towering 400-year-old hemlock trees, is the largest remnant of virgin forest in the state.
The woods weren't always protected by Eastern, however.
Shortly after World War I, Lilley Cornett, a coal miner and
farmer, bought the tract of land to use as a running ground for
hogs. Cornett never allowed mining or logging on his lands
and let only dead trees and logs be removed.
After Cornell's death, his children arranged with the state
of Kentucky to have the woods made into a protected National
Natural Landmark. The state bought the lands and named it
after its original protector. The woods were first managed by
the Division of Forestry, but in 1979 Eastern took over management.
Keeping the woods free from outside interference is not
easy. It lies over a large deposit of coal to which two mining
companies own the rights.
DLX Coal filed a suit which claimed that the state's decision
to impose special regulations on the mining of coal underneath
the woods effectively took away its ability to mine the coal.
Two months ago a judge ruled their case was without merit
because DLX had not exhausted all of the appeals of the state's
decision which exist under the law, said Jon Maki, a professor
who works in Eastern's division of natural resources.
Eastern is currently trying to agree upon a settlement to
buy rights to the coal owned by ANR Coal under the woods.
"As far as we know, there are few big old-growth forests in
the state," Maki said. That's why it's so important to leave the
woods in its present state."
The information for this article was provided by Cristina
Caudill-McDowell and Gwenda Bond.

The hemlock
above is one of the
biggest and oldest
evergreens in the
woods. It is estimated to be 500 to 600
years old, said
Grotzge Trees that
fall are not removed
from the forest
They are only
moved enough to
keep paths clear

Getting to Ulley Cornett Woods
UNey Cornett Wood* lies eight miles off Route 7 in
southwestern Letcher County. Guided tours are given
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. daily May 15 through Aug.
15 and on weekends in Apnl, May, September and
October. Tours are by appointment only and can be
made by caMng 608*336825.

The water monitoring device, or weir, pictured here monitors the purity of the Everidge
Stream. The stream is entirely contained by the woods. The water is as pure as you can get it
naturally," said Mike Qrotzge, superintendent of Lilley Cornett Woods.

1

Source: Kentucky
state map
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► Movies
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TODAY
Law Enforcement Career
Days kick off at 9 a.m. in the
Stone Fitness Center in the
Stratton Building and run
through Friday.
A faculty development
workshop on Ten Ways to Have
Better Committees" is at 10 am.
in Perkins Building Room 221.
Call 2076 to register.
A
Symposium
on
"Perspectives on Violence," presented by the arts and humanities department, will kick off at
3:34 p.m at Arlington and will
run through Friday. Call 2996 for
more information.

SATURDAY
Photo submitted

Show promises galactic trip

A Spring Festival of Arts
and Crafts show and sale will be
from 9 am. to 2 p.m. in Stratton
Cafeteria.

When

EKU Spotlight Day for new
students starts at 10 am.

Where

The annual Pops Spectacular will be at 8 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium. Tickets are $10 and
can be purchased by calling
3266. See Arts, B3 for story.

The Hummel Planetarium's latest
show promises a trip around the
cosmos
without even having to leave
c
Tonight
your seat
through April
"Frontiers: New Horizons in Space" will
20
begin tonight at the planetarium and run
through April 20. The show is a three-part
series about astronomy and the planets.
Hummel
The show will feature early and recent
Planetarium
observations from the Hubble Space
Telescope and others, as well as showing
Cost
recent satellite missions like the Mars
$3.50 adults
explorer and missions to Venus, Jupiter
S3 students
and Saturn.
$2.75 childThe program, narrated by actor Mark
ren under 12
Lenard, Spock's father on "Star Trek," will
use the planetarium's system to create the
planets and give the viewer a feeling of
going through space. The program will also debate the possibility of alien life beyond Earth and even the galaxy.
Times for the shows are 7:30 p.m. Thursdays and Fridays
and 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. Tickets are
$3.50 for adults, $3 for students and senior citizens and $2.75
for children under 12. For information, call 1547.

SUNDAY
The opening reception for
the EKU Student Art Show is at
2 p.m. in Giles Gallery. The
show will run through April 22.
Saints Among
exhibit presented
Richmond Area Arts
will open at 3 p.m. at
Arts Center and run
April 26.

Us, an
by the
Council,
the Area
through

>*■»»

A vocal recital with students Kevin Isaacs and Darcy
Barcroft will be at 6 p.m. in
Posey Auditorium. It is free and
open to the public
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Th» Nawton Boys PG-13 1 25. 4 40
7:16, 9:60
Wild Thing* R 1 35. 5 15, 7:35, 0 55
&•**• (20th Anni.) PG12 25. 2:45

505. 7:25,9:45
Primary Color* R" 7:05, 9:55
The Man n The Iron Mat* PO-13

1:16,4:25.7:15. 10
TtM OMdlM PG" 12:50. 3, 5 10
Titanic PG-13 12:30. 4:30. 8:30
Mercury Rising R" 12:20. 2:45. 5
7:30. 10 05
Lo*1 In Spac* PG-13** 1 30, 4:35.
HMI

720. 9:50

begin at 4:30 pm on Friday 471
and Monday -Thursday 4*-4/«. Alt othar
rknaa good tor Saturday a Sunday 4/4
14/s. ••No paaaa* or auparaavar*.
MOVIM

A Flute Honors Recital will
be held at 8 p.m. in Posey
Auditorium. It is free and open
to the public

TOMMY LEE JONES
IK.IW

Bring this coupon to

MONDAY
A speech on "Kentucky's
Economic Development" with
Lexington Herald-Leader associate editor Bill Bishop is at 10:30
a.m. in Roark Building Room
205.

11

K

CHECK
EXCHANGE
and receive

$5 OFF

College Station
Mart —

Hamburgers

750

your next transaction.

Applications for summer
orientation are due by 4:30 p.m.
at the office of student develop
ment For information, call 3855.

Minimum $100 transaction.
One per visit.
Some restrictions apply.

University
Shopping Center

TUESDAY

(Near Social Security Office)

623-1199

A World Health Day dinner is at 4:30 p.m. on the top
floor of Powell Building. See
Activities, B5 for story.

exp. 4/15/98

623-9110, Asfl/3/7£f

Just across
from campus'

t

Italian
Deli Hero
Italian Hero?
Ask
your server.

A "Kickin* it with RHA"
meeting is at 8 p.m. in Burnam
Hall Basement

WEDNESDAY

Balloons
To Go

)lNEW Locatior

Special
Balloon
Bouquet
(when you mention this to)

A Women's Voices,
Women's Perspectives session
is all day at Burner's Family
Living Center. Call 2913 or 2707
to reserve a spot

Madison
Garaen

$15 value for $10

UPCOMING

152 N Madison Ave
623-9720

454 Big Hill Avenue
623-0453

Intercession Ha—r-s begin
May 11, not May 12 as printed in
the schedule book.

TOtary not included

Your link to campus news and events.
I astern Progress
u22 I KM I

No more excuses! Fill this out and
join our awesome staff!
J
STAFF APPLICATION
*

Name:

4%

.Local phone:,

School Address:.
Home Address:

Home phone:.

Year In school:.

EKU Substance Abuse Committee

Overall GPA:

Major:

Major GPA:

Minor:

Position for which you are applying:

1998 Health & Wellness Month

What types of assignments would you prefer to work on?

^

HYPER CLUB
Explain why you are interested in being on the Progress staff:

FmSiiiMH GAMMA
I

EKU DEMRRTMENl ["JFHMllHfniOIHIN

List experiences (if any):_

INTERFRHTERNITY COUNCII
Please Indicate journalism courses taken and grade(s) received. Please list any
other appropriate courses taken and grade(s):

PHNHELLENIC COUNCIL
SGUTHSIDF

RH

4

HtH 3BC1 SfUDFNTS
EKUMtOICAl HSSISTING IfCHNniDGYHSSnnifHinN

REFERENCES: Please list the names of two people who can attest to your
abilities.
Name

HABITAT FAR HUMANITY

FKUPnRFiifRni RssnciRTinN

Name

Title

Title

Phone

Phone

tKIJ PODD FIND NUTRIflDN LlUEI
CENTRA! IlJWFRS PH STHFE

IT
e

IIHTH SIGMA IHETA
NQRTHSIDERH STAFF

, *

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT

' -

DATE

Eastern Progress
117 Donovan Annex
622-1881 fax 622-2354
progress@acs.eku.edu

Hurry! The application deadline is Friday, April 17,1998.

ie Eastern Progress

Michael Roy, editor

in

pop

Arts

culture

1978: The saga of the Ewing family begins as "Dallas" premieres
on CBS television.

'Primary Colors'

Spring revival

* * * * (out of four stars)
Red, white and blue: America's
primary colors.
Director Mike Nichols drags his
audience through the political mud
and shows the tainted and corrupted side of politics it takes to
reach the top in "Primary
Colors."
The story is
told through
the idealistic
eyes of a
young, black
politician
named Henry
Burton (Adrian
Lester).
Burton is willing to put
some of his
John Travolta
morals aside
plays president in and work for
"Primary Colors."
presidential
candidate
Jack Stanton
(John Travolta).
But on the campaign trail
Stanton's party runs into (and
over) political and moral issues.
As a Southern governor, Stanton
is helped along by political genius
Richard Jemmons (Billy Bob
Thornton, um-hum) and adviser
Daisy (Maura
Tiemey).
But like
Travolta's
many 20th
century presi- cool Image
dential candi- and
dates Stanton
Isn't just fight- uniqueing against an ness shine
opponent,
he's battling
through
his own personal
crookedness and sin.
Luckily for the governor, he has
the obnoxious, strong-willed,
crazy, woman-loving Ubby Holden
(Kathy Bates) on his side. Along
with Holden and Burton, the darkhorse Stanton tries to survive the
rnud-slinging, dirty world of political candidacy.
Travolta and Emma Thompson
(Mrs. Stanton) provide strong
comical performances as the
hopeful first couple. Travolta's
cool image and uniqueness shine
through in the charismatic
Stanton.
Lester's portrayal of an intellectual political consultant was
refreshing to see. It seemed as if
Lester and Travolta would dominate the movie.
Enter Kathy Bates.
Overpowering. Outrageous.
Unique. Incredible. The Academy
Award-winning actress is becoming the spice directors use to
throw into their celluloid casserole
just to heat things up. Remember
Bates supporting role as the
Unsinkable Molly Brown in
Titanic"?
But unlike her role in Titanic,"
Bates comes through as more
than a supporting actress, she
outshines (in her character's
obnoxious Roseanne attitude)
even Travolta and steals the
show.
"Primary Colors" is an intriguing movie which I came out of with
some serious questions and a
pessimistic attitude about
American politicians. You don't
have to have a political bone in
your body to enjoy this movie, just
curiosity and an open mind.
It's only March but I definitely
cast my vote for "Primary
Colors;" long live the stars and
stripes
_ . ,
—Daniel Remhart
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Two annual traditions return this weekend
► Student Art Show

Art show to blossom
with original work
BY MICHAEL ROY

Arts editor

Art major Cheryl Knecht got a nice graduation present from her teachers.
Knecht won the Faculty Award for her
piece "Plumb Blossom #1."
The piece and several others will be on
display at the annual EKU Student Art Show
that runs through April 22 in Giles Gallery.
The oil painting came from Knecht's interest in cross cultural influences.
"I just read a
Reception
lot about it (Asian
When:
2 p.m. Sunday
culture)," Knecht
said.
Where: Giles Gallery
Knecht, who
has had pieces in
past
shows,
admits she was happy to win the award.
She submitted several pieces of work for
consideration by the judges.
"I guess I picked my best finished works,"
Knecht said.
The piece that won came from various
influences, Knecht said.
"Plumb Blossom #1" was made under two
hours. Knecht said.
"If s a monotype that I painted with oil." %
Knecht thinks it is a "challenge" for art
students to come up with something unique
and original.
Knecht, a bachelor of fine arts student,
said another of her main influences are her
own life experiences.
"I am interested in feminist art," Knecht
said. That's where the female figure came
from."
Knecht is excited about letting students
outside of the art department see her and
other students' works.
"Maybe it's a chance to let non-art stu-

dents see something new,"
Knecht said.
Another winner of the
Faculty Award, Chris Long,
won for one of his ceramic
pieces.
He has several pieces entered
in the show. And this time, he
won.
"If s the first award I've won
in my college art
career," Long said.
This is Long's second degree, following
a horticulture degree.
He took a ceramics class and "fell in
love with clay."
Long credits Joe
Molinaro, an associate art professor, with inspiring him to
pursue his artistic ambitions.
Long has several pieces in
the show, all in different categories.
"I've got a pretty diversified
list," Long said.
The show will feature different pieces or art, including
Michael Roy/Progress
ceramics, oil paintings, design
work, photography and jewelry
making, as well as the Dean's Cheryl Knecht stands with her winning piece, "Plumb Blossom #1." Knecht has had pieces in past shows.
Award and awards from the Art
department to see something unique.
the outcome.
Student Association.
They are always excited," Molinaro said,
"We really hope to see students at the
Other students who won awards were
Nathan Grubich and Becky Lane, who since the work is "selected by someone who opening," Molinaro said.
The show's opening reception and awards
received the Art Student Association Awards, doesn't know them," meaning they were
and Carrie James, who won the Dean's picked based on their work, not on who they ceremony is from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday in GiltGallery.
are.
Award.
The gallery's hours vary every day.
The show gives the university and famiMajor awards are picked by people outFor times and more information about
side of Eastern. Molinaro, who helps with the lies of the students a chance "to see what
the show, call the art department at 1629,
show, said it makes students excited about they're doing," Molinaro said.
And give a chance for students outside the Mondays through Fridays

► Pops Spectacular

Copeland, Gershwin hits help pop up music fundraiser
BY MICHAEL ROY

Arts editor

Hannah Risner/Progress
Tuba player Stephanie Curry, a
member of the Symphonic Band
will be among several students that
will play at the concert.

Pop musk and fundraising. PBS
recently tried it with a concert by
the Rolling Stones.
The music department is also
trying the same idea, but with a little different flair.
With live music, not taped.
The Annual Pops Spectacular
will be at 8 p.m. Saturday in Brock
Auditorium.
The concert will feature performances by various ensembles, the
symphonic band, the University
Singers and Eastern's own orchestra.
The concert will raise money for
the music scholarship fund, and
provide a "fun evening with listenable music," John Roberts, chair of
the musk department said.
"It has always been very popular," Roberts said. "Until it fades.

thing more.
we will stick with it."
"We want them to get their
Last year's show had the biggest
turnout to date, and Roberts hopes money's worth," Roberts said.
In addition, it is the one time
to have the same turnout for this
that the whole music department
year's concert.
The show will be similar to last comes together to play for an audiyear's concert, with a few differ- ence.
The show, originally called
ences.
No intermission is planned and Pops for Music's Sakes, started 11
years ago as
this will be the first
a fundraising
year that the Vocal
event for the
Jazz Ensemble will
Pops Spectacular
department
perform at the conWhan: 8 p.m.Saturday
The show
cert
also served
Another change
Where Brock Auditorium
dinners with
will is that there will
the concerts,
be no solo organ
but "it ran its
performance,
course,"
Roberts said.
The show will end with every Roberts said.
The show is very similar to the
student on stage performing,
famous Boston Pops, as both forRoberts said.
Roberts hopes the show pro- mats use more contemporary
vides a "smattering" of styles to music.
Among the pieces to be perentertain the crowd. And some-

formed will be works by such noted
composers like George Gershwin
and Aaron Copeland.
The selections for the
Spectacular are chosen because of
their familiarity with people.
"People will understand and
relate to the music," Roberts said.
"It has always been very popular."
The show will run one hour and
40 minutes.
Tickets are $10 and are available
by calling 3266, and will be on sale
at the door the night of the concert
Due to requests from several
people, area seating will be at the
concert
Indicate when calling for your
tickets whether you want to sit in
the balcony or the lower floor seating.
For more information about this
concert and reservations and about
other concerts, call the music
department at 3266.

The New Colonel's Corner

• • • • Deli • • • •
MONDAY
Super Senior Citizens Day • 1/2 Price • 2 p.m. - close
(Special Price Does Not Include Ice Cream)

TUESDAY
2 Double Hamburgers for $2

WEDNESDAY
Chicken Strip Basket for $3.49

(Cheese Extra)

_

THURSDAY
2 Hot Dogs for $1

w****' ^P^V
"^W^
MSJ&P&.

FRIDAY
Fish Sandwich for 990 _

(Chili & Cheese Extra)
Weekday specials not valid with any other discount.

North Side Dairy Queen 131 North Keeneland Dr.
131 Clay Dr.
Richmond, KY
Berea,KY
623-3625
986-2535

^f^J^ "*"*""•*<-•■»„
\5^^V iK?*^

711 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, KY
624-0481
.

Hot wings
Sandwiches
Pizza
Hot dogs
Chicken
Our famous
potato wedges
with Columbo
Yogurt
Located at the edge of campus!
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Try these
daily
specials at
Paco's
Mexican
Restaurant.
Daily Specials
Mon. Happy Hour All Day & Night
lues. Taco & Draft for $1 7-9 p.m.
Wed. Jumbo Margaritas for $1.59
Thurs. Buy 1 Beef Mamut & second is 1/2 price
Fri. & Sat. Natural Light Cans for $1 after 6 p.m.
Everyday Buy Nachos 2 at 1/2 price from 2-4 p.m.
Corner of First St. & Water St
623-0021

Chef cooks up change at cafeteria
BYDELLAPBUZ

Stephen
Shattuck

Contributing writer

Top floor chef

Last semester food
services hired a professional chef.
Stephen Shattuck
has worked in
restaurants from
Chicago to
Lexington. Now he's
changing food selection and quality at
Eastern.

graph
Southwest, Minn.
Occupation
Professional chef
To Improve the cuisine
served by Eastern's food service.
DM yen know?
His 8-year-old can flip an
omelet already.

Things are changing at the
Top Floor Cafe located in
Powell Building. All the
changes are due to the new chef,
Stephen Shattuck.
Shattuck is tall with thick, graying hair. Tinted glasses sit on the
bridge of his nose but don't hide
his hazel eyes.
Shattuck was hired in the middle of the fall semester of 1997. He
came here after working eight
years at the Radisson Hotel. He's
had a few months to settle in and
show the campus his stuff.
"I was glad to get this job,"
Shattuck said. "I live just a few
blocks away and I now have more
time with my family."
There have been changes implemented already, with the promise
of more to come. One of Shattuck's
goals is to see smiles on the faces
of the customers and behind the
line.
This job, without a doubt, is the
best thing that ever happened to
me." Shattuck said.
The stress of working long days
had caught up with him and his
family. At Eastern, the salary is
about one-half of his last salary but
worth it because he gets to spend
more time with his family.
In 1965, at the age of 19,
Shattuck
graduated
from
Southwest Minnesota High School.
He went on to St Joseph's where
he earned an associate's degree in
human services.
In his late 20s Shattuck went to
culinary school. He earned an associate's degree in culinary art at the
Hennepin Culinary Center.
After leaving the Culinary
Center, Shattuck did an apprenticeship with Jean Pierre Henri at the
White Hall Hotel in Chicago, an
exclusive private club. Henri was
voted Best Chef in Chicago for
1981 and 1982.
"He (Henri) taught me every-

THE
COLONEL'S
Hannah Risner/Progress
Shattuck wants to improve the quality of Eastern's food service, from the
dining room to the catering service. He feels there should be more variety.

thing he knew," said Shattuck, "He
wanted to teach people around
him. He never guarded his recipes
and I'm like that, too. I enjoy teaching people how to cook. My 8-yearold can even flip an omelet"
After finishing his apprenticeship, Shattuck continued his career
as a chef. Over the years he has
worked such places as Mario's
Restaurante, a four-star Italian
restaurant, Hillwood's Country
Club and Vanderbilt University, all
located in Nashville, Tenn.
Shattuck has also worked for
Toyota of Georgetown and the
Radisson Hotel.
"For years I've thrived on
stress," said Shattuck. This is how
he managed to work 12- to 14-hour
days at the Radisson.
When he started at Eastern, the
catering and banquet managers
quit soon after. He and the assistant production manager were

CASH GOT
YOU OVER A
BARREL?

Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership
292 S. Second St.
Call for business
hours
624-9814

We are now accepting
applications for ad reps for
the fall semester. Pick up
your application today.

EasternProgress
117 Donovan Annex
622-1881 fax 622-2354
progress@acs.eku.edu

EKM BasebaU
ssMssaj

: 'ftftV

$4.99
30.4% Larger than others
Colonel card accepted
No charge for delivery

TryOurl

SHRIMP
SCAMPI

Advertising Sales
Representatives are
responsible for the selling of
I K£AO and for the
#
I Progress in an
^assigned territory.
^^ Pays 8% commission.

1st $20
2nd $15
3rd $15
4th $50
(Consecutive donations
required)

• Easy, safe, sterile procedure.
• All equipment is disposable.
• You CAN NOT get AIDS by
donating.

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
ONE LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA

Ad Reps

New donors earn $100
in the first two weeks!

Regular donors can
now earn an extra $10
on the 5th consecutive
donation!
Immediate cash
payment!

PIZZA

doing most of the work. The first
order of business was to hire some
staff.
He was looking for people with
a positive attitude and he was energetic.
"Attitude is everything," said
Shattuck.
The catering part of his job is
hard because some customers are
not open to new foods. The cafe
business is easier because customers welcome the changes.
"He's cheerful," said Sarah
Wollman, a forensic science major
on staff. "I came in one day in a bad
mood. Stephen took the time to be
cheerful and lighten my mood."
Shattuck promises more
changes in the future as he flashes
a big smile. "I have the opportunity
to take something, an operation
running for a number of years, and
hopefully improve on it." Shattuck

ssaustsiisssai.

3 Shrimp IW-''

SHRIMPS I RIFSD CHICKEN&FRIES !
Bite Size Shrimp, $ f\ 25! Chicken, Fries,
Fries Hush Puppies V^
i Hush Puppies &
& Cocktail Sauce
J Sweet & Sour Sauce

$025!

2

On. coupon per customer Not good
-^x-r
■ °n* P**011 P" customer. Not food
I with any othrr coupon or discount
nJm£QF\ . , with my other coupon or discount
offer Expires 4/3/« 1099 Bens
VHJ^ offer Esptres VI2/W. IOM Here.
Poad. Richmond. Ky
-IKmi Rlcnmon-- Ky
1

.

I ISII & FRIES

Fish, Fries,
1 Hush Puppies
& Tartar Sauce

l-Piece
Fish
I & Chicken
I One person per customer.

$025:

2

One person per customer. Not good
with any other coupon or discount
offer Expires 4/12/91 1059 II

IftaAlttVfciXj

B riSII&C'MKMN

$029

3

Not good
, withiny other coupon or discount
offer. Ex pires 4/12m 105* Bsrca

" " _ _ ifs'ii SMpyi-Jw
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ATTENTION:
SPRING BREAKERS

VS.

\\\

FBSE DOUBLES ON

-•■:■:■

Universit

ALJS SPRING BREAK

FILM AT

Tties.. April 7 @ 3:00

Free Admission

Turkey Hughes Field

1 ictureJrerfect irhoto

L

FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO

2130 Lexington Rd • Harper Square • Suite C Richmond, KY 40475 • (606) 625-0077
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Activities
Egg-stra special events planned
Sunrise service,
"Bunny Express"
top off weekend
BY OOU TACKETT

Activities editor

Progress Me photos
Children anxiously waited for the chance to meet the Easter Bunny at
Irvine-McDowell Park. This year, the bunny will be there at 11:30 a.m. on
Apri 11. There will also be egg hunts, a petting zoo and a carnival.

For students staying on campus
this Easter weekend, there are
plenty of activities lined up.
Peter Cottontail will be leading
the trail of Easter activities planned
for this year.
The Richmond Parks and
Recreation Department will be
hosting its annual "Bunny Express"
where the Easter Bunny delivers
stuffed bunnies to loved ones within the city limits from 2 to 6 p.m.
April 11.
"We deem each program as
important as the other, but this one
is special," said Kevin Gorman,
director of the Parks and
Recreation Department. To see
the expression on children's faces
when they see the Easter Bunny is
really rewarding to the staff."
The bunnies are $10 per participant and are delivered to the recipient by Mr. Cottontail himself
escorted by the Richmond City
Police Department All proceeds go
to the Richmond DARE program.
The deadline to register for a
bunny is April 9. Applications are
available at the Parks and
Recreation Department at 321 N.
Second St. or by calling 623-8753.

There are 25 bunnies available.
Before the Easter Bunny starts
hippity-hopping down his trail to
deliver the bunnies, at 11:30 a.m.
he will be at Irvine-McDowell Park
to greet all the boys and girls coming to hunt over 3,000 plastic eggs.
During the egg hunt there will
also be a carnival, petting zoo and
over 50,000 pieces of candy. Ronald
McDonald, the Shoney's bear. Big
Boy and many other characters will
also be there.
"What makes it successful is the
people who attend and the city of
Richmond," Gorman said.
For those who prefer a more
religious approach to celebrating
Easter, the campus ministries have
numerous activities planned for
Easter weekend.
One of the biggest events
planned is the 48th annual sunrise
service at 7 am. Easter morning at
the Ravine. All campus ministries
are participating in the event. If it
rains, the service will be held in the
Meditation Chapel.
"Everybody on campus and in
the community is invited," said Ken
Southgate, director and minister of
the Wesley Foundation. Southgate
will be giving the service that
morning.
The Wesley Foundation will be
hosting a Maundy Thursday service.
"Many people don't know about
Maundy Thursday, but it is the
night of the last supper," Southgate
said. "It is a very special night"
The
Lutheran
Student

Ministries' Easter schedule
WEDNESDAY
6 p.m. Traditional Jewish Seder (reservations required),
St. Thomas Lutheran Church, 1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
THURSDAY
7:30 p.m. Maundy Thursday service. Wesley
Foundation
7 p.m. Communion service, Episcopal Church of Our
Savior, 2323 Lexington Rd.
7 p.m. Service, Catholic Newman Center
FRIDAY
12:10 p.m. Service, Catholic Newman Center
7 p.m. Service, St. Marks Catholic Church, 608 West Main St.
7 p.m. Service based on the writings of Dietrich
Bonhoefer. Episcopal Church of Our Savior
SATURDAY
8 p.m. Easter vigil Mass, St. Marks Catholic Church
7 p.m. Easter Vigil, Episcopal Church of Our Savior
SUNDAY
7 a.m. Sunrise service, Ravine
8:30 and 10:30 a.m. Service, St Marks Catholic Church
10:40 a.m. Easter egg hunt. E. C. Million Memorial Park, 169 Tates
Creek Rd.
10:45 a.m. Easter play, St. Thomas Lutheran Church,
Noon Easter Sunday Mass, Catholic Newman Center

Fellowship has a variety of activities scheduled for Easter weekend.
There will be a worship service
based on the writings of Dietrich
Bonhoefer. Bonhoeger led a

Christian movement during Nazi
Germany and was killed in a concentration camp.
It will also be hosting an Easter
vigil and an Easter play.

*

Student employee award up for grabs World Health Day
celebrated at dinner
Nominees include...
merchants. The nominees will be
acknowledged with certificates of
recognition and token gifts from
area businesses such as free
meals at local restaurants.
The winner will be presented
by Myers. He will award the student-worker with the winning certificate and with a free meal for
two at both O'Charley's and
Applebee's. The winner will then
be entered in the regional competition.
The regional winner will
receive a monetary prize of $75.
The university couldn't run as
well as it does without all the student help," McCormick said.
There are two programs which
give students the opportunity to
work at the university. The federal work-study program is
designed for students with financial need which is determined by
the Application for Federal
Student Aid.
The other program is the institutional work program. It is for
students who want to work for the
university but don't qualify for
financial aid.
Both programs are on a parttime basis with work scheduled
around the student's classes.
Students are paid minimum wage
and a variety of jobs are available.

BY DENA TACKETT

Activities editor

If you have ever seen students
working away behind the desk of
your residence hall or in offices
across campus, then you know
now hard they work. Although
they are rewarded every two
weeks with a paycheck, the office
of student employment feels that
just isn't enough.
It will be presenting one student worker with the Student
Employee of the Year Award at a
ceremony beginning at 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Walnut Hall of
Keen Johnson Building.
"I think it is wonderful to see
the students recognized," said
Claudia McCormick, coordinator
for student employment. They
certainly deserve it"
The event was started in "93 to
recognize all actively working students on the Richmond and
extended campuses. Departments
send in their nominations and a
committee selects who will
become the student employee of
the year. There are currently over
1,300 student employees on all
the campuses.
"It was one of those ideas I
thought was right," said Tom
Myers, vice president of student
affairs.
Interested students should call
At the ceremony, there will be
a traditional reception with cook- the Student Employment Office at
ies and punch donated from area 1760.
Founded in 1984.

PC Systems
Is Your Complete
Source For:
Hard Drives
Floppy Drives
CD-ROM's
Memory
Modems
Tape Drives
Motherboards
Video Cards
Network Adapters
Software, Cables
& Mote.
Authorized Dealer For

LEXMitRK.

BY DENA TACKETT

I Jennifer R. Blllter, Dean's Office of Health, PE, Recreation
and Athletics
I Amanda Blevins, Office of the Executive Assistant to the
President
I Stad A. Brown, Technology
I Aymara Castillo, College of Arts and Humanities
I Dara Catron, Administration, Counseling and Educational
Studies
I Marilyn Couch, Safety and Hearth
I Nicole Comett, Physical Plant
I Amanda Curry, Student Financial Assistance
I Heather Eden, Student Financial Assistance
I Don Foncree, Biological Sciences
I Beth Holmes, Associate Vice President's Office for
Academic Affairs and Research
I Annabelle Jarry, EKU English Language Instruction
Program
I Lee Johnson Jr.. Department of Physics and Astronomy
I Stephanie Jones, Department of English
I Crystal Messer, Student Service Consortium
I Tract Patrick, Office of Cooperative Education
I Kara Perdew, Hearth Education
I KristJna Plagakis, Office of the Vice President of Student
Affairs
I Sumanee Pothyalai, Powell Top Floor Cafeteria
I Stephenie Word, Office of the Dean of Applied Arts and
Technology
I The Families and Children Training Project Team: Ashley
Alder, Heath Bamett, Michael Davis, George Duvall,
Heather Sisman and Brittany Wallace

PC Systems

"We Have Seen The Future, And It Works! "
Local Internet Service Provider http://www.pcsystems.net
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Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems
•Founded in 1984, our company is stable, our products are reliable & our prices are competitive
•Local technical support -Fast reliable honest service •Excellent reputation for expert advice
•One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner
•Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC Systems (S60/hr. value)
•Our computers use standard non-proprietary parts
•Our computers are custom built A serviced in Richmond, KY
•90 days same as cash financing available (on approved credit)
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So WhmtAre You WmUmg For? Stop By And Cluck Out The PC Systems Differtmctl
461 Eastern By-Pass'Shopper's Village-Richmond, KY«(606)624-S000
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Do you feel like the
stores in the mall are
saying "Show me the
money"? If so, have we
got a place for you.
Inside Water Street Mall
we have name brands,
new clothing at super
prices! Come check us
out, then tell a friend!
Water Street Mall
(across from the
Post Office).

The menu for this dinner consists of healthy foods such as lean
grilled steak, roasted chicken, vegetarian burgers, baked potatoes,
com on the cob, pasta salad, vegetable and fruit trays, angel food
cake and Sweet Reward's Devil's
Brownies.
The dinner, like all the special
dinners, will be free for Club
Eastern members and $7.50 for
guests.
According to the World Health
Organization (WHO) webpage.
World Health Day was established
with the goal "Health for all by the
year 2000." WHO is based in
Geneva. Switzerland, and has 190
member countries.
The theme for the '98 celebration is "Invest in the Future:
Support Safe Motherhood." The
focus is on women going through
pregnancy and childbirth safely
and producing healthy children.

Activities editor

With a growing number of diseases, poverty, pollution and other
factors which affect an individual's
health, people all over the world
are starting to fight back.
Following up National Wellness
Month last month, Tuesday will
continue the trend as World Health
Day.
The division of food services will
be celebrating World Health Day
with one of its five special dinners
of the semester. The dinner will be
from 4:30 to 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Southside Top Floor of Powell
Building. This dinner will be the
fourth this semester.
"We decided that as many people become more health conscious
and realize that many Third World
countries aren't healthy, we needed
to emphasis how blessed we really
are," said Bonnie Smith-Jones,
manager of Martin Dining Hall.
According to the webpage, more
At the dinner, Sarah Brock, a
registered nurse from Kenwood than six million Americans become
Nursing Home, will be giving blood pregnant each year and for every
pressure screenings and taking 100,000 deliveries, an estimated 20
women die. Black women are four
heart rates.
Also, students from the dietetics times more likely to die giving
department will present a program birth than white women and
on good nutrition and eating fads, women over 30 are about 15 times
and will be available to answer any more likely to die than women in
their 20s.
questions.
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Squinguili
?•
Ask your
server.
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152 N. Madison Ave
623-9720

Come Join Us!
Look for the booths
for ModerateSevere
Disabilities at the
Spring Fling on
April 7. Participate
in our games and
you will be eligible
to win prizes.
FREE food and
drink.l

fill your *£aster baskets at

<4

Beanie Babies
Dept. 56 Snowbunnies
Easter Lizzie High's
Seraphim Angels
Spring candles
Boyd's Bears, Hares, DollStones, Folkstones, Weefolks, Coverlets,
pillows, wallhangings, pins, carver's choice and PLUSH!
139 N Keeneland Dr.
OH Exit 90 I-75

624-0025

Mon.-Sat 9 to 8
Sun. 1230-6

B6 Trwrsdey, April!

The Eastern Progress

Shane Walters, editor

Sports
Former Colonel fills volleyball void
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor

► Progress MVP
Junior Adam
Doyle, a resident of
Sydney.
Australia,
won all three
of his matches, including
his win over
Murray
State's No. 2
seed, clinch- Doyle led the
ing a 4-3 vic- Colonels to three
tory for
home wins.
Eastern's
men s tennis
team. Doyle is a transfer from
Grand Rapids Community
College, where he had a 39-8
singles record, which earned
him a No. 9 ranking in singles.

Lori Duncan, former women's volleyball coach at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania and former men's and
women's head volleyball coach at
Pennsylvania State University at
McKeesport, has been named
women's head volleyball coach for
Eastern.
Duncan, who played for former
Eastern coach Geri Polvino from
1980-83, received her bachelor's
degree in recreation and park administration with a minor in physical
education in 1984. She later complet-

ed two master's degrees at Eastern
— in physical education and in student personnel services.
Polvino resigned her position
after the Colonels' 3-29 1997 season
— Eastern's worst ever. Polvino was
at the helm since Eastern began playing volleyball in 1966.
"We're very pleased that one of
our alumni has come back home to
be a part of our program here at
Eastern," director of athletics Robert
Baugh said. "She has made a name
for herself in volleyball circles since
she left us in 1987, and we're excited
about getting her back involved with

EKU."
same time exciting and a lot of fun. I
Duncan's first head coaching want the program to succeed and I
appointment came at Pennsylvania know what it takes for that to happen
State University. While there she since I played here. Geri Polvino
compiled a 78-14 record with the started the EKU volleyball tradition
women's team.
and now it's up to us to regain that
Duncan then served as women's level of excellence we once attained."
head volleyball coach at Indiana
Duncan has served for the past five
University of Pennsylvania where years as the Men's Collegiate
she marked a 29-100 record from Volleyball Club Coach/Adviser where
1993-97. She has a overall collegiate she was ranked second in the country
coaching record of 107-114.
at Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
"I'm really looking forward to
While at Eastern, she was a fourcoaching at Eastern," Duncan said in time All-Ohio Valley Conference
a sports information press release. "It selection (1980-83), All-OVC
will be a huge challenge, but at the Tournament choice in 1983 and was

Men hopeful for
first NCAA berth
BY DANIEL REWHART

Assistant sports editor

Dunagan injures foot;
Dayton contest canceled
Senior leftfielder Angie
Dunagan. of the Softball team,
broke her foot during practice
on Monday and is not expected
to return this year.
The injury was a compound
fracture in Dunagan's foot.
Not only did Eastern lose a
key player, its double header
against Dayton on Tuesday was
canceled due to the death of a
Dayton women's soccer player.
Members of Dayton's softball
team gathered at the individual's
funeral in her honor. The soccer
player died from a heart attack.

► Schedule
Baseball (13-13-1, 5-4)

■vs. Tennessee-Martin, 1 p.m,
Sunday. Martin, Tenn.
■vs. Writfit Stale University. 3
p.m., Tuesday, Turkey Hughes
Field
■ vs. Xavier University 3 p.m.
Wednesday, Cincinnati. Ohio

Softball (19-11)

Brenda Aheam/Progress
Senior Brent Marcum. a native of New Albany, Ind., sizes up a putt during the Eastern Spring Intercollegiate
Invitational held at the Arlington golf course Friday and Saturday. Marcum led the Colonels by tying for second
place at five over par, with Chris Campbell from the University of Louisville. The Cardinals took first place overall.
Sophomore Eric Willenbrink, from Ashland, and senior Kris O'Donnell, from Westerville, Ohio, tied for ninth place.
The Colonels will travel to Lexington Friday and Saturday for the Johnny Owens Invitational, while on Monday.
Eastern will make the trip to Dayton. Ohio, for the Wright State Ohio Collegiate Invitational.

■ vs. Austin Peay (DH), noon.
Sunday, Clarksville, Tenn.
■ vs Tennessee Tech (DH),
TBA, Wednesday. Cookeville.
Tenn.
Outdoor Track
■ Colonial Relays. Friday and
Saturday, WUBamsburg, Va.
■ University of Tennessee SeaRay Relays. April 9 - April 11,
KnoxviDe, Tenn.
Men's Tennis (9-6)
■ vs. Tennessee Tech. noon.
Saturday, Cookeville, Tenn.
■ vs. Middle Tennessee. 2:30
p.m., Sunday, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
■ vs. University of Louisville. 2
p.m.. Monday, Louisville

Women's Tennis (6-4)
P vs. Tennessee Teen, noon.
Saturday, Cookeville, Tenn.
■ vs. Middle Tennessee. 2:30
p.m., Sunday, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
■ vs. Morehead State. 2 p.m..
Tuesday, Greg Adams Tennis
Center

■ Lady Colonel Invitational.
Saturday and Sunday. Richmond

Men s Qotr
■Johnny Owens Invitational.
Friday and Saturday. Lexington
■ Wrfeht Stale Ohio Ctassic.
Monday. Dayton, Orjio

Second place can be a great
thing. In the Olympics it means a
silver medal. In football at least the
team made the Super Bowl. But if
you're the men's golf team trying to
make the NCAA tournament for the
first time, it means a step backward.
Eastern tied for second with conference rival Murray State in its
own EKU Spring Invite. Arch-rival
Louisville spoiled the Colonels
homecoming, edging out their host
by four strokes.
"We felt like we should have
won this tournament," coach Pat
Stephens said. "I know the guys are
as disappointed as I am."
The loss hurts the Colonels'
chances at making the NCAA finals
but doesn't completely destroy
them. Coach Stephens' team still
has two of its biggest tournaments
of the year coming up this month.
Next weekend Eastern will try to
gain ground on several district
rivals in the Wright State Ohio
Collegiate Invitational. The following weekend the Colonels will travel to Huntington. W. Va., hoping to
place themselves in a position to
play their way into the big dance.
Both tournaments are vital for

the Colonels NCAA dreams. The
players know the importance of
these tournaments and feel like
they are ready for the challenge.
"Our concentration and intensity
will be up and I think well be ready
to play," sophomore Brandon
Tucker said. Tucker tied for 17th
at the EKU Invite.
»•
Despite a somewhat disappointing weekend, Eastern got consist
tent play from its top players. Three
Colonels finished in the top 10 and
five of Stephens' players finished in
the top 20.
Senior Brent Marcum led
Eastern by tying for second place at
five over par. Other Colonels in the
top 10 were senior Kris O'Donnell
and sophomore Eric Willenbrink.
Both were 13 over par, placing
them in a tie for ninth place. Senior
Mike Whitson's 16 over par put
him in a tie for 14th place.
Marcum and his teammates will
continue their quest for the postseason Saturday and Sunday
against district adversaries Ohio
State, Louisville, Kentucky and
Akron at the Johnny Owens
Invitational in Lexington.
Stephens sums it all up for his
players with one simple phrase.
"We've got to take care of business."

Biro leads Lady Colonels to eighth at Saluki Inv.
BY DAWEL REINHAHT

Assistant sports editor

■ vs. Tennessee-Martin (DH),
noon. Saturday. Martin, Tenn.

an AIAW All-Region choice in 1980,
while playing outside hitter for the
Colonels.
She was also chosen as Eastern
Female Athlete of the Year in 1984.

► Golf

► Sports briefs

Bvs Tennessee-Martin (DH), 1
p.m., Saturday, Martin, Tenn.

Duncan. 35,
played for
Eastern from
1980-1983

From top to bottom, the
women's golf team has had its
depth problems. Sophomore
standout Jaclyn Biro continued to
lead the Lady Colonels tying for
15th place Sunday and Monday at
the Saluki Invite.
Besides Biro, Eastern struggled
in the 15-team field. Poor finishes

by the rest of the squad left Eastern
in eighth place overall.
Biro has finished first for
Eastern in all three tournaments
this year but her teammates have
had trouble contributing. In the
Saluki Invite, Biro's 162 earned the
Michigan native her best finish of
the year.
Julie Bourne, a junior from
Somerset, had a solid performance,
tying for 27th place. But after the

top two, the team had a sharp dropoff in performance. The rest of the
ladies finished 27th, 42nd, 62nd
71st and 83rd at the golf course in
Carbondale, III.
Despite some of the high scores,
coach Sandy Martin was encouraged by Biro and how her consistent play has helped the team.
"I don't think she has any major
weaknesses at all," Martin said.

"Jaclyn is holding up her end."
Coach Martin's team started off
with a mediocre first round, shooting 342 and putting them in eighth
place. Eastern would pick up the
slack in the second round, led by
Bourne's score of 80. Biro shot an
82 while freshman Samantha
Moses shot an 87.
The Lady Colonels' low finishes
this year can be deceiving. The
team is led by young players and

has lost four women this year.
Despite the losses and middle of
the pack finishes, Martin feels the
program is on its way up.
"I think we're moving in the
right direction," Martin said. "We
are hitting the ball much better."
Led by Biro, the Lady Colonels
will try to defend their home turf ;
Saturday and Sunday at the Eastern
Kentucky Invite, trying to improve
on last year's third place finish.

► Baseball

Colonels corral
Marshall's 'Herd
BY SHAKE WALTERS

felt his squad had done precisely
what he expected them to do.
The Thundering Herd of
"I was pleased with our 18 hits,
Marshall University felt the over- and the conditions were tough,"
powering wrath of Eastern's base- said Ward. "The infield is real hard,
ball squad Tuesday, as the Colonels a lot of balls bounced through there
equaled and then surpassed and over the infielders' heads. We
Marshall's Herd with bolts of light- had some wind-blown hits, too."
ning-like scoring for a 13-5 victory
Sophomore Adam Basil scored
at Turkey Hughes
^^^^ three runs for the
Field.
Colonels, including two
Marshall took conhome runs in the bottom
Moc#
trol early, scoring a run
of the fourth and the botCoach
Jim
Ward
in the top of the first for
tom of the sixth. Ward
has led Eastern
a 1-0 lead. The Colonels
was
extremely
to almost 500
sent the Thundering
impressed with Basil's
wire since 19.
Herd an airmail meshitting abilities during
sage attack in the botthe contesL
tom of the second, scor■■■■■»■
"He loves to hit the
ing five runs, giving
ball out of the park, and
Eastern a 5-1 lead.
he's strong," Ward said. "Adam can
Marshall retaliated in the top of scorch them. Nothing makes him
the third making the mark 5-4, happier than a home run."
although Eastern's fielding skills
The Colonels. 13-13-1 overall
allowed only one additional run on and 5-4 in the OVC. will travel to
the scoreboard for the Thundering Martin, Tenn., to face TennesseeHerd.
Martin in a 1 p.m. double bill
The Colonels added eight points Saturday, and a single game at 1
to the five runs scored, giving p.m. Sunday.
Eastern and starting sophomore
Eastern came into the game
pitcher Shawn Thacker the win. Tuesday after winning three conThacker's victory gave him an over- tests against Ohio Valley
all record of 3-1.
Conference foe Austin Peay. The
Eastern's performance was a Colonels pulled out two wins in
team effort. Head coach Jim Ward double header action Saturday
Sports editor

Brian Simms/Progress
Junior outf lekJsr Sean Murray steals third base as Austin Peay mfwider Kevin Durbin has to jump to stop the ball
from going into left field. The Colonels beat the Governors of Austin Peay in all three contests scheduled on
Saturday and Sunday. Murray, from Placerville, Calif., took All-Conference at Sierea College before transferring to
Eastern Murray heads a group of five Colonels hitting more than .300 with his .383 average.

along with a *£ win Sunday against
the Austin Peay Governors.
The Cardinals of Louisville shut
down the Colonels March 25 10-6,
but Eastern revamped in the second game of the double-header,
I

winning 11-6.
"Its just like the good of days,"
said Ward. "We're playing with
some confidence, the weather is
good, we're swinging the bat, we're
getting some fan interest — that's

the way it was in the '80s when we
were doing well and competing for
the OVC Championship. I guess,
we are trying to get back to that
level, and I think we are on our
way."

■■■■I
■■■■■■■■I
ern Progress, Thuraday, April a 1998

A Ward' winning career

Baseball coach
still going strong
! in 19th season
jgrjouoRAPf
\Zopy editor

Eastern baseball head coach Jim
I Ward had planned to play baseball
as long as he could. After two years
as a catcher for Ohio University, a
knee injury cut short his athletic
career.
"I loved to play, but the injury
was just devastating at the time,"
Ward said. "All my focus was on
playing as long as I could. It was
obvious I wasn't going to continue
playing- It bothered me awhile, but
I changed my focus by learning as
much as I could about coaching."
Apparently Ward learned a lot.
After graduating from Ohio
University with a degree in physical
education, he came to Eastern to
earn his master's degree and was a
graduate assistant for Turkey
Hughes' 1967 OVC champions.
After coaching stints at Indian
River Community College and
Stetson University, both in Florida,
Ward returned to Eastern in '79 to
lead the Colonels on the diamond.
Skip to '98. Ward sits in his
office in Alumni Coliseum. An autographed baseball shares shelf
space with a few maroon Eastern
hats and a picture of his family.
There's a bat propped up in the corg*r. The walls are covered with
awards for past teams and players.
OVC Champions 1984. 1985. 1986.
1989.
In his 19th season at Eastern,

Brian Simms/Progress
Head baseball coach Jim Ward scratches his head while watching the
outcome of a game. Ward's record on the field escalated to the 800-win
mark during the 1996 season.

Ward has almost 500 wins recorded
and over 800 career wins recorded.
Throughout his lengthy career,
Ward says, it's never a routine,
never dull.
The thing I like about coaching
is you're revitalized each year," he
said. "You have a different team,
different players, different personalities. Last year was a big disappointment to us, but it's over with and
we get a new opportunity this year.
It's exciting. The competition stimulates and motivates you. I enjoy
coaching a great deal."
Ward has seen college baseball
change over the years.
"Collegiate baseball has

changed dramatically," he said.
The biggest change has been in
the intensity of recruiting. Most
Division I schools (Eastern is
Division I) have assistant coaches
who devote most of their time to
recruiting. We used to recruit
regionally. Now kids from
Kentucky are going to LSU or
Florida. Now recruiting is done
nationally. We have a player from
California. We didn't do that 10
years ago."
"All college athletic trends are
toward marketing and promotion.
It's more pro in nature than amateur. I kind of liked it when it was
playing for the love of the game."

Ask Coach Ward about his players who have gone pro, either playing or coaching, and he ticks off the
names with pride.
"Steve Olsen is playing AAA
with the Kansas City Royals. Blake
Barthol is playing AA or AAA with
the Colorado Rockies. Brandon
Berger is going to be in A or AA
with the Royals. Robert Moore is a
minor league hitting instructor with
the Atlanta Braves. We've had
some guys go out and they do well.
If s satisfying to see your players do
well professionally and feel that
their experience here was beneficial to them."
Coaching is a year-round job for
Ward. Besides running a baseball
team, he teaches first aid, CPR and,
surprise, baseball coaching.
"In baseball, there is no off-season really. I divide the year into five
seasons: in-season, the fun part
when we play, post-season, fall season, off-season and pre-season," he
said.
Ward and his wife, Judy, have
three children and 11 grandchildren. He brought his seven grandsons to see Braves pitcher Chipper
Jones at the baseball team's annual
Diamond Dinner in February.
With nearly two decades behind
him and no sign of slowing down,
Ward looks forward to this season
like all others.
"I just want our team to do well.
I want to get good players in here.
Our objective and goal is to win the
OVC conference. We haven't won
since '89. It's been a little frustrating. We want to train and motivate
the players to a championship level.
That's my ambition."

► Football

Formerly Madison County Crisis Pregnancy Center

624-3942

If no answer, call 1-800-822-5842
Regular Hours
Tuesday and Wednesday,
9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
and by appointment
^ai^GejT^ne^RjcJmiondJC^J^g^

* WE PAY CASH FOR *
YOUR USED CDs & TAPES
[TOP VALUE: CD = $6

where your music matters
- Since 1978 ■ _ ■

recordsmith
623-5058 EKU lY-PASS ACROSS PROM PIZZA HUT
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Spring drills bring concern on defense

Special sale for EKU
students only
Full set $25
Fill-ins $15

BYSHAKWALTBW

Must present coupon No coupon 10% off

Sports editor

As the cool spring breeze carries
brown leave* through the sky,
brown leather pigskins too are finding flight at Roy Kidd Stadium.
Coach Roy Kidd, who is preparing for his 35th season as head football coach, began spring football
drills for his Eastern Kentucky
Colonels with a workout in helmets
Thursday.
Thirteen starters are returning
among 33 lettermen, including nine
starters on offense and four on
defense from last season's team.
"We got to develop our defense,"
Kidd said. "We lost our four
starters in the secondary, so we'll
be paying a lot of attention to that
area, although my biggest concern
is with out defensive comers,"
"As usual, one of the things
we're going to work on quite a bit
will be fundamentals," Kidd said.
"We also want to try and get our
personnel where they need to be
for the'98 season."
Eastern will bring a veteran
offense up close and personal in

1998, led by four returning firstteam All-Ohio Valley Conference " Right now, offensively, our key is
performers from 1997 who were
going to be at the quarterback posithe main factor in the Colonels
leading the OVC in total offense,
tion. Rondel Menendez is also going
rushing offense and scoring
to bo a throat on offense. He is the
offense
The all-conference choices findfastest kid I've over soon.
ing a returning position on offense
Roy Kidd,
include senior wide teceher Rondel
Menendez, junior tailback Derick
football coach ••
Logan, senior guard/tackle Tyrone
Hopson and junior guard Josh
On the defensive side, four Lawrence, sophomore tailback
Hunter. Hopson was named third- starters return for Eastern, who led Corey Crume, senior offensive centeam Associated Press All- the conference in scoring defense ter/guard Reggie Myrtil and senior
American last year.
center Chris Holder are all among
Kidd is expecting a scorched and pass efficiency defense in 1997. those placed on the injured list
The
returning
defensive
starters
trail of turf behind the supersonic
These players, just like everyfeet of Menendez, along with a will be senior defensive tackle body else on the team, need the
hopefully impressive golden arm Justin Ernest, a second-team All- work in the spring. Some of these
attack from competing quarter- OVC choice, and honorable men- players missed most, if not all, of
backs Chad Collins, a junior college tion all-conference junior tackle the. 1997 season and underwent
transfer, and sophomore Waylon Jason Muchow.
operations to correct their injuries,"
Several Colonels were injured said Kidd.
Chapman.
"Right now, offensively, our key during the 1997 season, which is
The Colonels have 15 days of
is going to be at the quarterback causing some concern for Kidd, for scheduled practice of spring trainposition," Kidd said. "Rondel they will either mis* all or most of ing, involving 11-on-ll drills
Menendez is also going to be a spring drills. Sophomore strong Saturday and April 11. The Maroon
threat on offense. He is the fastest safety Scooter Asel, Ernest, fresh- and White contest is scheduled for
man defensive end Randy 4 p.m. April 18.
kid IVe ever seen."

$AV1
Food Service Ecology Program Reduce Costs to Student
Special low prices reducing waste and buying through the use of its tan un- planet. YOUR Food ServicesHelping to create a better
have been the policy for products with minimal impact bleached dispensor napkins.
All this saves money for world!
EKU's Food Services for more on the environment Since it's
than a decade. Way back in beginning, EcoWatch has re- the future through reduced en1987 the Fountain Food duced landfill paper cup waste vironmental cleaa-up costs and
Court, then known as the by more than the equivalent of saves money now through lower
Grill, became the first univer- twenty-eight residence halls prices at the cash register. For
sity in the region to offer a low rooms packed floor to ceiling! example, using the refill cups for
Food
Services' soft drinks at the Food Court, a
price refill cup for soft drinks
EcoUatch
Eco Watch program was also 12oz. cup of coffee or Coke is
and coffee.
That simple offer to awarded an Environmental only $0.35! A 16oz Sprite is just
save students money was the Achievement Award for sav- $0.47, and a 2Aoz. Surge is as
Visit our web site
beginning of the famed ing408 trees, 168,000gallons tow as $0.70and 32oz. of Coke
www.eku.edu'food/
Eco Watch program, dedicated of water and 72 cubic yards of will cost only %0.93! NOBODY
to protecting our planet by
landfill space since 1994
offers low prices while saving the
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Walk-ins welcome! Open Mall hours

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's Loan Repayment program, you
could get out from under with a three-year enlistment
Each year you serve on active duty reduces your
indebtedness by one-third or $ 1,500, whichever amount
is greater, up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

623-1270
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
wvvw.goarmy.com

Got a clue?
We are here every Thursday

This is a paid advertisement from the Divisior^_Food_Services__^^__^^____^^_^^

Eastern Progress
632-1881

Her name? Etemd.., Gwentla Rorid.
to write.
And she's got a

Her work isn't just for your eyes only. As Accent Editor, Gwenda
" Bond has the freedom to shake and stir up the content of Eastern's own
student publication. Working at the Eastern Progress will help you to make a
mark in the world and get you noticed by the people who count!
You can get your license to write at 117 Donovan Annex or fil^
out the application on page B2. For a complete listing of
positions and salaries check out our website at
www.eku.edu/progress. All applications
must be turned in Dy April 17.

Progress
622-1881

117 Donovan Annex

www.eku.edu progress

Tennis teams trump competition
BvDMKLtaMMT
Assistant sports editor

A team is only as good as its last
man. If this piece of wisdom is true,
then the men's tennis team could
continue to cause its conference
rivals problems.
Eastern's sixth (and last) man
Jamey Sellars won all three of his
singles matches, helping Eastern
gain valuable points. The Colonels
surprised even themselves by winning all three home matches last
weekend.
"We didn't expect to win, we
were picked to lose two out of
three," assistant coach Tim
Pleasant said.
Eastern's weekend started
Friday as its match-up with conference foe Murray State came down
to the last match. The Colonels'
second seed Adam Doyle came
back from a set down to claim victory. Doyle's clutch win gave Eastern
a 4-3 triumph over the Racers.
Doyle didn't stop there.
Saturday against Austin Peay he
would again survive a first set loss.
He came back strong in the second
and third sets, winning both 7-5.
Three seed Shaun Porter also had a
clutch win and Eastern won two of
three doubles matches to edge out
the Austin Peay Governors 4-3.
The Colonels gave themselves
breathing room in the last competition as the squad dominated
Tennessee State 6-1. Doyle got his
third victory, 7-6 (7-4), 6-4. The
Colonel junior won all three of his
matches over the weekend.
The sweep over the three conference rivals gives Eastern a JM>
record. The men will travel to play
in Tennessee this weekend. On

Saturday they will play Tennessee
Tech and Sunday 22nd-ranked
Middle Tennessee.
"We're playing probably better
than they are right now," Pleasant
said of rival Tech. "(With Middle)
We just want to hope to compete."
Eastern will finish the home
stand with a game against
Louisville from Conference USA
The women's team continued to
improve, winning two of three
matches. The ladies' weekend started off bumpy as they were obliterated by Murray State W). The Lady
Racers domination was completed
as no Eastern players even claimed
a single game. The closest one of
Coach Tom Higgins' players came
was a 6-4 loss by three seed Crystal
Sammons.
"It was disappointing losing £0,
we knew we were a little bit behind
on experience and ability," Peasant
said.
The Lady Colonels would
regroup Saturday, led by freshman
Tara Williams and junior Ellen
Smith's wins. Eastern knocked off
Austin Peay 6-3.
Also appearing for Eastern for
the first time this season was Ohio
Valley Conference basketball player of the year Chrissy Roberts. She
decided to give tennis a shot after
the disappointing finish to the basketball year. The basketball standout won one match by default and
her other match 60,60.
Eastern would go on to dominate its final game, beating
Tennessee State 7-2.
The Lady Colonels are now 6-5
and wiD travel to Tennessee to play
Tennessee Tech and Middle
Tennessee this weekend.

Got Gm CUMta they Cast
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Hemp Sandals

MAIIV Popular Six** Mill avaialable

et yours today only $44.95

IBOTANVBAV

HEMpCOMfMNy
Porter Plaza (Behlod Denny* on the Bypass)

623-HEMP

Check Out Our Cool WebStte
HTTP://www. leoaHze-homp.com

If you've had

MONO
you could get
MONEY!
Call 624-9814
or stop by

Home of the Best Sandwiches
in Richmond!

Brian Smms/Progrtss
Frashman Sarah Hanay returns the serva during a match against Murray
State's Nina Sartz-Knudson. Knudson won the match 6-1,6-0. The
women's tennis team has an overall record of 6-5.
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Sprint medley team sets new school record
Smug WAITERS
Sports editor

The sun illuminated the track
and heated the air to a tanning temperature of 80 degrees in Raleigh,
N.C., during the North Carolina
State Relays Friday and Saturday.
Senior Jamie King highlighted
the women's performance by placing second in the 800 meter run
with a clocking of 2:08.42, and also
contributed in the sprint medley

292 South

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS SETS

► Outdoor Track

BY

If you've had mono
in the last 30 days,
you could get $50 for
donating plasma.

relay and 4x400 meter relay.
King, along with sophomore
Mama Moore, freshman Davina
McCluney and senior Felecia
Hawkins, placed first and set a new
Eastern record in the sprint medley
with an overall time of 3:54.13.
Hawkins put the pedal to the
medal, crossing the finish line with
a third place mark (24.36) in the
200 meter. The women's 4x200
meter relay team, comprised of

Moore, McCluney, Hawkins and
senior Vashti Canty took third
place honors with a time of 1:39.01.
On the men's side, senior Gaffel
Hippolyte placed 13th (47.75) in the
400 meter that was compiled of 121
runners.
The men's 4x1500 meter relay
team placed 15th (16:11.50) among
29 other teams.
Besides a few nagging injuries,
Moore has seen a vast amount of

If you are a Leader or want to become one,

624-1540
Carria;

improvement in all departments.
"We feel like we're getting better," said assistant coach Tim
Moore. "We have improved
tremendously from two weeks ago.
We've got a couple of injuries that
we're still nursing, and hopefully
well get over them this week and
be at full strength."
The outdoor track team will run
in Williamsburg, Va., Friday and
Saturday for the Colonial Relays.

Gate Shopping Center
37 Eastern Bypass
Richmond. KY

Buy any 8"
Grinder Get
the Second 8"
Pizza Grinder
FREE!
.jfa\

Now serving your Favorite Draft Beers!
Happy Hour 4-7 p.m.
Your link to campus news and events.
I .1stt-1 II I'lO^I CSS
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Let the real you
come out

EMJ wants YOU!!!

Shed extra pounds the safe way.

There's no better opportunity to
get involved with your University!
Summer Orientation Leader Responsibilities Include:
Be present at all Summer Orientation Training Sessions in June
(6/29-7/2) and for Orientation Sessions in July (7/6 - 7/23).
Live on campus Sunday - Thursday June 29 - July 23 (Housing is
provided)
Being available for work Sunday at 6:00 P.M. through Thursday at
6:00 P.M. during the above dates.

624-3000

What you get:
You will come in contact and make presentations to approximately
2,000 incoming freshmen students, and over 2000 parents.
You will interact with university administrators from all over campus.
You will gain valuable communication skills, interpersonal skills and
leadership opportunities.
You will enhance your resume.
You will get to know more about Eastern Kentucky University I
You will assist the freshman class to get a good start in their college
career!
You get paid!

Pont miss this opportunity!

Questions, Call 622-3855

i

AnyCakeOvor
$12 Including
Easter Cakes

rtPAJObte
Large
1 Topping

$6.99
Campus Delivery Only
Eastern
Kentucky
University
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At a glance:
Application and reference deadline
April 6,1998
Interviews
Week of April 13
Training
June 29-July 2
Orientation Sessions
July 6-July 23

Main St. Chevron j
421 W. Main Street j
Richmond, KY

624-2828
EKU Bypass

n.

-enter

630 Big HI 23 EC #3
Richmond. KY
(606) 623-4400

WE'LL PAY
YOU TO HAVE
EXCITING
WEEKENDS.
The Army Reserve will give you
weekend excitement like you've
never had before, and you can earn
more than $18,000 while you're
enjoying yourself during a standard
enlistment
Think about it On a part-time
basis, usually one weekend a
month plus two weeks' Annual
Training, you could earn good pay,
have a good time, make good
friends and even be entitled to good
benefits and opportunities to get
money for education.
Youll also be getting hands-on
training in a skill that will last you a
lifetime.
The Army Reserve knows how
to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?
Think about It
Then think about us.
Then call:

623-1270
M AUTOUCAMiT

ARMY RESERVE
www.eku.edu/Progress
ressl
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Grade Get $400 Off From GM!
If you are about to graduate, have recently
graduated from a two-year or four-year college,
or are a graduate student, you may qualify!
You can receive a $400 certificate good toward
any new Chevrolet, Pontiac or GMC vehicle
purchased or leased from a participating dealer,
when you qualify and finance through your
Chevrolet, Pontiac or GMC dealer and GMAC.
Best of all, this special discount is available in
addition to most other rebates and incentives.

The Choke is Yours!
Choose from any new Chevrolet, Pontiac or GMC car or truck.

Financing Benefits That Arc Right For You!
Once you've selected the vehicle that's right for you, GMAC
helps make it affordable with these important financial benefits:
• No downpayment when you purchase
• Special easy financing for grads
• Choice of financing options ... from traditional purchase
to SMARTLEASE by GMAC to GMAC SMARTBUY'

Participate Today!
To receive your $400 certificate and other program information,
simply return the postage-paid reply card below, or call:

1 800-964. G RAD
visit our web site: www.gmgrad.com

o
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See your lunicipaiing Chevrolet, Komi* or GMC dealer for deuils.
• I997 CM Corp. All rights reserved. Litho USA, December I997.
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